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(or Visa-Versa.) While the DEVIL 
“every

& the same 
re Beating

GC 464 points to S^tan let Loose for he 
knoweth his Time is Short. And. he begins 
with (Sunday Laws?) with (Restrictive Laws?• 
with (Union of Churches?) - NO JJ!

v.i no »n
In Thundering Tones the Prophecies say: 
J J! NO J!J GC 464 gives us the very 
OPPOSITE PICTURE than that Painted by 
Adventists for 100 years!
GC 464 shows NO LAWS’ NO FORCE J No upsett
ing‘'of the Hans of ANY CHURCH!
GC 464’shows the Devil carrying the Woman 
dressed in Crimson as she offers her Body- 
her WINE-CUP of PLEASING DOCTRINES ’ and. 
her Rubv-Lips of “LOVE J” UNTJITTED. The 
Love of God. is DIRECTED and. LIMITED. But" 
the Love of a Harlot is for “All men every
where.11 To her they are all:“EQUAL!” This 
is the Cry of the FALSE REFORMATION! The 
Cry of God is to “COME APART & BE YE SE
PARATE” from her DISEASED BODY lest ye 
“Receive of her Sins & Partake of her 
H agues!” 
and the PREACHER were trying their 
Art to HOLD them WHERE they were, until 
the SEALING was PAST, until the Covering 
was drawn over God’s people, and they L-FT 
without a Shelter from the burning WRATH ’ 
of God, in the Seven Last Hagues.uEW 44, 
The Devil, the Preacher, and the Fallen 

he Context Woman figure that must “SUFFER” and 
be in “TORMENTS” on account of her In-

The Hoehn Research Library regrets very 
much that in starting out to Print page (l) 
of “JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH” - April 25, 
1969 - in this Series of Papers - 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
(as you will find in the following pages)- 
The Machine had set so long it was Gummed 
up. We had put on a new Pad - but did not 
realize the inside Screen was' Gummed, and 
it took to about page 4 before we knew. 
FLEASE OVERLOOK the difficult reading - 
perhaps some will mark the missing letters 
with a Pencil, Usually it is" necessary' to 
send the Machine to the Factory - but we 
opened it up with SOLVENTS. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
In one Sense - the Reading of this Paper in 
this fashion - does almost fulfill the 
Thought of us: “seeing Darkly,"as through 
a Glass” - and everything brightens up in 
the next pages with the Truth li-”ht Ing 
up the Pages! I think this’is the most 
Important of the New Papers. That is why

- we send it out now - and let the others 
follow as they may; “

GC 464 - 
Again“and again we have pointed out that 
GC 464 is the most Important Page in the 
Testimonies for this Time. 
0-0-0—0—0—0 
Read AHEAD and read AFTER to get t' 
and. see EXACTLY what that FALSE REFORMATION 
will be Teaching. THE CHURCH THE ABASHING fidelity - and He is WAITING ABOUT” for 

the Vain Hope of her Conversion! Not know
ing that He is Coming to “BEAT HER WITH 
MANY STRIFES!” and. He turns to another 
Class while of those who Rejected His 
Offer of Mercy: “Verily I say unto you - 
NOT ONE CF THEM shall Taste of My Supper!” 
The History of the Bible reveals - that 
the Offer of Ifercy is often given ONLY 
ONCE! and no “Second-Chance” ever given. 
The Cry is not to WAIT ABOUT” but “BE 
YE also READY!” The FOOLISH will FAIL be
cause thev DELAY and do rP>t Understand, 
the CHARACTER of God - Preaching “LOVE” 
and. “TEARS” and “SUFFERING” as they did 
before the Flood. -P? I0I-4.
GC 464 points to what they point to - 
a REFORMATION! But GC 464 points to this
as a FALSE and. a DANGEROUS and a DEVIL
LED “REFORMATION.”’ GC 465 & 471 PIN
POINTS EXACTLY what that FALSE & DEVIL
LED “REFOPr!ATION11 will be Teaching!
“Only believe!” “No Effort!” “Faith alone 1'

(both led by the same Traditions 
Laodicean Elders) BOTH of them a 
the Tom-Tpms for a “REFORMATION” and a 
“REVIVAL” and. NOT ONE OF THEM breathing a 
word about the FALSE one coming FIRST - J 
(PARDON ME - yes! DURST DID have it right 
that, the “LOVE-FEST” with the BILLY GRAHAM 
and HOLY-ROLLER SHOW in SEATTLE in !9< 2 -

but W does he STILL BELIEVE in those 
Church-Leaders - ? So they Believe and. yet 
they do not Believe GC 464 - ! Bedause that 
FALSE “REFORMATION” is DOING 5: TEACHING the 
very things THEY TEACH -
O-O-O-O-O-O
GC 464 is more Important than any Dan.8:14 
you"ever heard of!
GC 464 points to a FALSE “REF OR? AT ION” that 
will- Sweep the MAJORITY into it’s Net! ’ 
GC 464 points to the Lord of the ‘Harvest 
who Himself orders: “GATHER the Tares FIRST 
for the Burning!” ”... and. AFTER THAT - 
the Wheat!”

JUSTIFICATION BY



The “VOICE CF GOD” that is ABOVE the 
VOICE OF G8D - ! One VOICE OF GOD came. 
But the other “VOICE OF GOD” decided 
to CHANGE - the VOICE OF GOD - J

T Z.:286)“. ..such verbal CHANGES be made to REMOVE
He CANNOT DO THIS] They (the SDA I1FISTERS’) the above-named IMPERFECTIONS.” - 1883. 
They say He must “SUFFER” - “TAIT ABOUT” - 
“AGDNIZE” - and “CLEANSE** them at Last'!
As He “CLEANSED” the World at the Flood - ?
As He “CLEANSED” Jerusalem of Old. - ?

In the same SENSE - and. in no other SENSE- 
the Holy Spirit is Talking about a “MOVE
MENT” that is to “COMEJ” 
o-o-o-o-o-o
Now if that LOV^ENT is HERE - and we can 
SEE it - it is setting right there - right 
in front of our Eyes for all the World to 
See- why would the Holy Spirit talk about 
a “MEMENT” that is YET TO CORE - ???

CUT RIGHT OUT - !
It is for that Reason that the Lukewarm 
Laodicean Elders in 1883 decided to CHANGE 
the Testimonies] And CHANGE them they did! 
Here are the Words that you will find in 
VOP TREASURE CHEST (VOP-TC 62.) EGW - 
MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT (EGW-MR. 65,80.) 
(R&H, Nov.27,1883. “A COMMITTEE of 5”)

^219. (Page B.) Nov.28, 1969.
" SINLESS PERFECTION!

“The desire for an EASY Feligi.on, that re
quires NO STRIVING, no Self-denial^ no Di
vorce from the Follies of the World, has 
made the Doctrine of “FAITH”, 
a popular Doctrine; but what saith the Word 
of God?...
o-o-o-o-o-o
“...Wilt thou know, o VAIN man, that FAITH 
WITHOUT WORKS - is DEAD?’* GC 472.
o-o-o-o-o-o
“It is NOT'FAITH...

between himself and Christ... THE MORE " 
RIGHTEOUS he appears in his own eyes.’1 473. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
“When finite, erring man...thinks himself 
RIGHTEOUS... unless he REPENTS, the Candle
stick will quickly be removed OUT OF ITS 
PLACE.” TM 356, 
o-o-o-o-o-o CHRIST DOES IT ALL - ?
“A person might as well expect a HARVEST 
where he has never Sown, or Knowledge (“ ADD 
to your Faith - KNOWLEDGE J«) or Knowledge 
where he has never sought for it, as to ex
pect to be Saved IN INDOLENCE. An Idler and.

THE JEWS ALSO - did not know the Time of 
their Visitation - even the Disciples 
thought He would elevate them AS A NATION’ 
BUT THE TRADITIONS OF MEN had to give way 
to the TRUTH of God! And. they had to - 

and. “FAITH ONLY” - "“GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM™
GC Z,64 plainly says that SATAN will work 
through the “CHURCHES...GREAT RELIGIOUS 
INTEREST, MUTTITIRES will exult... a 
MINGLING of the TRUE with the FALSE.” 
GC 464 speaks of a PEFORIATION among “the 
people of the Lord” - the TRUE people of 

it is RESUMPTION!” (Same J God. These are to “COME,” Something 
that is to “COME” is not something 
that is ALREADY HERE - ’ 

o-o-o-o-o-o UNCLE TOM.
“And the claim to be WITHOUT SIN is, in it- Suppose that Uncle Tom comes into the Room 
self, evidence that he who makes THIS CLAIM and sets down in the Corner. And the people 
is far from Holy... the greater the distance in that Room see him and know him. Yet the 

people in that Room keep Talking about 
what they are going to do: “When Uncle 
Tom COMES.’”

AND ALT. THE TIKE - 
And all the time Uncle Tom is RIGHT THERE’ 
But they keep on Talking about going to the 
Picnic or Signing some Papers or going to 
a Meeting - “WHEN UNCLE TOM'COKES - J” 
And. all the time Uncle Tom is RIGHT THK3J 
He has been there for a whole HOUR.!
O-O-O-O-O-O
What would you say to a people like that? 
Would you say they were “CRAZY!” - ??? 

a Sluggard will NEVER make a Success in break- Talking about Uncle Tom “ COKING*’ - 
ing down Pride and CVERCOl'ING the power of when all the Time he is HERE - ! 
TEMPTATION in sinful indulgences WFICH KEEP o-o-o-o-o-o 
HIM from His Saviour... Unless" they shall 
FULLY AROUSE from their Slumbers, GOD WILL 
REMOVE THE LIGHT and Blessings. He has riven 
ttoi, HE WILL IN HIS (AGONY? ??SUFFiriNGS???) 
HE WILL IN HIS ANGER, remove the Candlestick 
out of its place.” T4*286, 
o-o-o-o-o-o Rev,1:20...........
MORE TIGHT FROM THE BOOK CF RET TATIONS: 
“The MYSTERY of...the seven' CAIDTESTICKS 
which thou sawest are the seven CHURCHES 
O-O-O-O-O-O 
THE THREAT the Lord makes here is that He 
will REMOVE the CANDLESTICK (CHURCH’) OUT 
of the hands of the ANGELS (STARS ’ )lUl'ISTERS 
(Rev.1:20. 2:5.) - a thing the AWAIRTiRS 
and the SDA MISTERS that are running the 
AWAKENING - say is not possible - ! They 
say that IN HIS ANGER(see above - see '



9

at Battle Creek (RIH and Medical Center) - 
•,.SUPPOSING them to have Divine enlighten
ment, rely upon the human Judgxnent of THESE 
MEN, taking their Counsel AS THE VOICE OF 
COD. But this is not Safe; for U1FDSS....,. 
SATAN WILL WORK THROUGH THEM... We are 
INDIVIDUALLY RESPONSIBLE... OUT. IIT13 ?-CT 
must be Cultivated... What is their wisdom 
worth???... accounted FOOLISHNESS374-5. 
0-0—0—0—0—0
"THE VOICE OF GOD was heard by the Prophets 
whom He had appointed to a SPECIAL work- and 
to bear a SPECIAL Message... The MESSAGE 
might not PLEASE..TM 405. -IS97. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
«FW are listening for THE V0IC7; CF COD, 
and ready to accept TRUTH in whatever guise 
it may be presented. Often those who follow . 
in the Steps of the Reformers are forced to 
TURN* AWAY FROM THE CHURCHES TH "Y LCTF, in 
order to declare the plain Teaching of the 
Word of God... LEAVE the Church of their 
Fathers, that they may .render CODEE'CS.., 
REPENT YE, and believe the Gosnel,"DA 232. 
o-o-o-o-o-o WHENCE THE TRADITION ?
"CURSED BE THE MN -THAT TRUSTSTH II" MF" - 
so wrote Sr. White arain, and train, and 
again. And the "(XJ^’ITTEE-CF 5" - took 
those werds out again, and again, and. arain. 
0-0-0-0—O—o . , *
In view of the above Testimonies and TOO 
more of the same (Please do not challenge’ 
me on this Point - unless you are prepared, 
to pay 'ft.oo for EACH and. EVERY Statement 
over 100 of this Sind - then he ready with 
QUITE A FEW HUNDRED DOLLARS - !’ J) 
0-0—0—0—o—o •’
Over the Testimonies are WARHU'GS FQT TO 
TRUST YOUR SALVATION TO MAN - "BEWARE of 
the LEAVEN of the PHARISEES J" First of all.

ELDERS seems to have FULL PLAY in the 
Church as well as in REFORM - ? NO ONE 
CHALLENGING that "VOICE OF GOD" TRADITION? 
It is because of the LAODICEAN; BLINDERS 
that they have been getting away with 
that one. And is why MANY have LEFT the 
Church rather than rive in to such an 
obviously ERRONEOUS DOCTRINE as an INFAL
LIBLE PRIESTHOOD and a PREDESTINATED 
CHURCH - which is JUDEAISM & ROMANISM - 
all’ over again! How did that TRADITION 
ever get a Foot-hold? I will tell you 
ONCE - and only ONCE is all that is needed 
for the LIGHT to dawn and drive away the 
DARKNESS - which is exactly what happened 
to LUTHER, before he could take one Step 
in Understanding "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH I5’ 

A LIMITED TESTIMONY - ! ’
Turn to their favorite Text - T3:492.

>t Nbw - read it for yourself .
' And. try - for Heavenfs sake -
. to keep the TRADITION from Ringing in 
vour Ears. TRY to read it as though you 
NEVER HEARD IT BEFORE - J 
o-o-o-o-o-o
Yes, sure enough -
you will find:"...the Voice of the HIGHEST 
AUTHORITY the Lord has upon the Earth." 
o-o-o-o-o-o
REMEMBER this is -NOT a general Broadside 
but is written TO ONE MAN ALONE! "Bro .A." 
He carried certain views to "EXTREMES." 
And. one of his "EXTREME" views was that 
"§fou thought that in responding to the 
CALL made' to you BY THE GENERAL CCNFBRE1DE 
you were submitting to the Judgment and 
mind of ONE MAN." T3?492. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
Now where did. that "ONE MAN" come from? 
YOUR. PREACHERS in reading this and in 
re-reading it and reading it yet again - 
C'.’hich is how the HYPNOTISTS FORCE AND 

hraiOash a thought into the kind cf 
THEIR rri,INC VICTIMS*) This is how lorah 
Dathan, and Abiram worked to convince 
the Church that: "The Congregation is 
HOLY - EtTERY ONE OF THEM!" This Devil- 
inspired, Mind-weakening Doctrine was 
DFimned off by them by » PERSISTENTLY 
REITERATING FALSEHOOD... they at last " 
COME TO BELIEVE it to be Truth." PP 407... 
"THUS IT IS TODAY..." and when this led 
to a TEST - and the people loved KD&A 
so much because of the "Message" they 
gave them in their "WAKENING" - "YE HAVE 
KILLED THE PEOPLE OF THE LORD... They had.

"219. (Page C.) ’r VOICE OF GOD - ??? FIRST OF ALL - - "
"Let those in America, VW SUPPOSE the voice .How then is it that the TRADITIONS of the 
of the General Conference -to be EKE VOICE'OF 
GOD, become one with God BEFORE. they utter 
their Opinion." (To Elder Haskell, Fqv.-I$,, 
o-o-o-o-o-o ■ y IG'99.)
"That these men should stand in a sacred 
place, to be as THE VOICE OF GOD to the 
people, as we ONCE believed the Genera?.
Conference to be - THAT IS PAST." GCD 1901.

ELDER ERISFI1' BOOK 'A.
... God DOES 

, and

0—0—0—0—0—0
"Men in high positions of Trust
NOT work with them in their devising 
the "VOICE" they now have in the cause of 
God - IS NOT the VOICE OF GOD... He‘ will 
NOT accept their Offerings." TM 27ft. 1495, 
o-o-o-o-o-o
"Men in positions of special ->res• ;onsibllity



'*219. (Page D.) THE SIN AGAINST THE HOLY GHOST I GOD WILL BLESS YOU’
Did your Preacher ever read BEYOND 492? 
Did your Preacher ever read this: 
“You made a mistake in relying upon my 
Husband to tell you WHAT-TO-DOr This is 
not the work God has given my Husband. 
YOU should SEARCH OUT what is to be DONE 
and lift the disagreeable burdens YOURSELF.

By being 
told WHAT TO DO you will - never gain the 
EXPERIENCE necessary for any important 
Position. The saas is applicable to ALL 
who are standing in the different position? 
of TRUST in the various Offices at Battle 
Creek... T3sA95.
o-o-o-o-o-o
Now I am sure your Preacher NEVER read 
any of that in any Church! BUT DO NOT 
STOP THERE’ READ ON - :::: 

INDEPENDENT MEN NEEDED’
“Men who are content to let others PLAN 
and do their thinkinr for them ARE NOT 
FULLY DEVELOPED... God. is ASHAMED of 
such Soldiers. He is not Honored by their 
having ANY PART to act‘in His work while 
they are mere MACHINES. BWEPENDENT I.SN 
of earnest endeavor are NEEDED, not men 
as impressible as PUTTY. Those who want 
their work made READY to their hands, 
who desire a fixed amount to do and a 
fixed Salary... ARE NOT THE MEN WHOM GOD 
CALLS to work in His cause...

?AND THEN - HERESY CF HERESIES - ’) 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
“INDIVIDUAL INDEPENDENCE and INDIVIDUAL 
PCX •ER are the'qualities now needed.” 
T3U96-7. T2:A90,30S. TM 3SS. T$:I89.
(And the BALANCE between the two EXTREIES 
is found, on page5O6.) Your Preacher 
never read this' - usually does not give 
the Page, either. Why did you not look 
it up - ? Afraid you might have a Fight 
with some “VOICE CF GOD?” Which ”VOICE 
CF GOD” do you want - ? The one in the 
INSPIRED WRITINGS - or the one in the 
SDA Pulpit? “MANY will stand IN CUR 
PULPITS with the Torch of False. Prophecy 
in their hands - kindled from the Hellish 
Torch of Satan!” TM 409.
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O 
WHAT DID YOU LEARN - 
WHAT DID YOU SEE - 
in the above Testimony - ?
We put it in CAPITAL LETTERS FOR YOU - J 
This was talking about ”>UTY” - “WORK” - 
“CALL” - “WHAT TO Dt” - “PLANNING” - 
“STUDYING” - “ACT” -“ACTION” - “BUSINESS.” 
(NOT-ONE-WORD-ABOUT-DOCTRINE - ’)

to be a VERY GOOD PEOPLE... 
and had professed great INTEREST and LOVE 
for them... so DELUDED as to think themselves 
RIGHTEOUS... Pride and Ambition... a striving 
for Supremacy; the soul is alienated from 
God, and UNCONSCIOUSLY drawn into'the Ranks 
of Satan... All through the History of the 
Chureh, God’s Servants have had the same 
spirit to meet... He who faithfully'preaches 
God’s Word, thereby CONDEMNING their Sins, 
too often incurs their HATRED... Thus it is 
To-Day... They had committed the Sin against 
the Holy Snirit...’ “LET HIM ALONE," is the 
Divine Command. Then “there remainsth no 
more sacrifice for Sins, but a certain fear
ful looking for of Judgment and fiery 
(“STIFFER INGS” - “TORMENTS” - ?) IND IGNAT ION, ’ 
which shall devour the Adversarias,”?P ZOO-5, 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
Of course the Majority will take the wrong 
Side - thinking it to be “THE VOICE OF GOD.’” 
YOUR PREACHEP NEVER READS BEYOND: ”'£HE VOICE 
of the highest authority the Lord has upon 
the earth.” At that TIME, at that PLACE, 
under those CTFCWSTANCESJ(in 1375.)

BELIEVING A LIE!
BELIEVING SOMETHING IS HOLY - TxIAT IS NOT 
HOLY! BELIEVING SOMETHING IS A LIE - THAT 
IS NOT A LIE!
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—6—0 
“YE HAVE KILLED THE PEOPLE CF THE LORD’”... 
It* was this act that sealed their Doom. They 
had committed the Sin against the Holy Spirit’! GOD WILL BLESS YOU in so doing 
PP 405. LLM 232. DA 321,324. GC 2G,37S.
WTF 14. T5:I2O. T2:39. TM 97,161,294. TS:95. 
o—o—o—o—o—o 
To hide behind -the TRADITIONS CF. THE ELDERS- 
to hide behind those who DID NOT TRY TO GET 
ANYONE OUT OF THE CHURCH - KD&A -(The special 
“THANKSGIVING INSTITUTE” by DRU'SIBAD, JARNES, 
and MARSH.) This may not be the way you have 
heard the KD&A Yarn from your Church-Leaders 
but it is the Truth of God non-the-less! 
That the Sin of their Rebellion against the 
Word of the Lord was to believe in the 
“CLEANSING" of that rebellious Congregation, 
o—o—0—0—0-0 
“Korah and his Company,..the Rebels, in their 
BLIND iLaodicea is BLIND’/BLIND PPESUM?J?ION... 
A large part of the Congregation openly sided 
with Korah, WHOSE HOPES WERE HIGH.*. The 
entire Congregation were sharers in their 
Guilt, for all had, to a greater or less 
Degree, SYMPATHIZED with them... 

FLATTERY - ’
“They had been FLATTERED by Korah and his 
company UNTIL THEY REALLY BELE7U3D' themselves 

flattering words.
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this pinph^teacting "petfectionisi^1 - 
"THIS ADVOCATE OF INFALLIBUITY.« GO 57. 
"By such ireans did Rome fill her Coffers." 
«... this senseless MJMJERY." GC 59.

SENSELESS TUBTERY.
If you ever saw any SENSELESS MUMMERY in 
your life - send for "EVALUATION CF THE 
BRINSMEAD DOCTRINE."
AGAINST: Edwaid HEPPENSTALL, Ph.D. 
FOR: Jack ZTOMER, D.D.S., Ph.D.
DISTRICTS® BY: Dr. Paul FESEW, (92706) 
1603 North Broadway, SANTA ANA, Calif.
O~0-0-0-0-0-0-0-O-0-O-O—0—0-O-O-O-O-O-O 
If you want to find what " JUSTIFICATION 
BY FAITH"' is - or is not - you will find, 
"this Paper the test thing ever written 
running around and. around, the Subject. 
The greatest DOUBLE-TONGUED presentation 
ever made - bar none] When we read, the 
13 pages by HEPPENSTALL we marked over 
and. over again that - Why! This man DOES 
NOT KNOW what B is actually Teaching - ! 
Bis Teaching exactly WHAT HE IS TEACHING I 

0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
We were very glad to find - when we came 
to the 10 pages by 37EMER - that this is 
EXACTLY what 2WEMER tells him -as we 
have said for many YEARS - their Doctrine 
'IS THE SAME - ! Essentially the same! 
BOTH say to keep the law’ is IMPOSSIBLE! 
BOTH say something called MAGIC - or 
call it "GRACE" - or the "CLEANSING" - 
is essentially what EVANGELICALISM teaches, 
The same as what ROME teaches. That SIN 
must be "ABSOLVED" as you DIE - or at 
the "CLOSE GF PROBATION" or at the "CONING 
OF THE LORD." Their Fight is ©NLY of the 
TIME - NOT of the METHOD1 Thus they BOTH 
DENY THE "DAILY11 striving and effort. 
For will not "CHRIST DO IT ALL - ???» 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
"Blessed are the’v that DO His Will" - 
is no Part of the EVANGELICAL RELIGION. 
You should closely examine the DEGREES 
that one SDA HEPPENSTALL received from’ 
the Cloisters of BABYLON - to know where 
the BRINSMEADS LEARN in the ANDREWS UNI
VERSITY - I This is nothing but a re-hash 
of BABYLON *S TEACHING ON THE SUBJECT * ! 
. • • .So go and. Sin some more,

Because you can*t keep the Law anyway. 
You are a Fool, to try. RIEMER’’ RIGHTLY 
SAYS that B&H are Dancing in 3/4 Time! 
"BE YE ALSO PERFECT" is no part of their 
Jargon! But "WAIT ABOUT11 till the "SUNDAY 
LAW" or mayhap till "CHRIST COMES J" The 
DIFFERENCE is only one of TIME! Their 
METHOD is the SAME! By a MIRACLE!

"219. (Page E.) IF YOU ARE - !
IF YOU ARE going to read the following: 
"If Nathanael had TRUSTED to the Rabbis for 
guidance, he would NEVER have found Jesus... 
While they TRUST to the guidance of HUMAN 
AUTHORITY, NONE (how many?) NONE will come 
to a SAVING Knowledge of the Truth. Like 
Nathanael, we need to Study God. Ts Word. FOR 
OURSELVES, and pray for the enLightement 
(of the General Conference?) of the Holy 
Spirit, He who saw Nathanael under the Fig- 
Tree, will see us (in the Big Church ’- ?) 
in the SECRET place of Prayer." DA IZ.^IZI. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
IF YOU ARE - J
IF YOU ARE going to BELIEVE the above - 
how can you BELIEVE in the General Conference 
being the "HIGHEST AUTHORITY11 that Cod has 
on Earth - ?

THE HIGHEST AUTHORITY.
THE HIGHEST AUTHORITY in the Days of Noah 
WAS NOT the organized CHURCH - it was the 
hated INDIVIDUAL.
THE HIGHEST AUTHORITY in the Days of El. I JAH 
EZEKIEL, DANIEL, LUTHER, SR. WHITE and. all 
the Rest - WAS THE BLESSED INDIVIDUAL - 2 
THE HIGHEST AUTHORITY GOD HAD ON EARTH - 
THE HIGHEST AUTHORITY GOD HAS OF EARTH - 
is the Honest and Obedient INDIVIDUAL - ! 
He is ABOVE ANY CHURCH there ever was - ! 
Try to deny this if you can - J 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
SO DID SR. WHITE SPEAK IN OPPOSITION TO AIL 
THE PROPHETS when she said who the "HIGHEST 
AUTHORITY" was - ??? 
She did not.
She did not for a very simple Reason. 
THE REASON BEING that she was NOT speaking 
about DOCTRINE! In her day SHE was the 
Prophet and she defined the Doctrine and 
the Duty of the General Conference who had 
HER HUSBAND as the Head was only to define 
DUTY - and where to WORK and PLAN and. ACT. 
0—0—0—0—0—0
But the Idea that the present Administration 
would like to palmn off - that THE*. ’ shall 
DEFINE DOCTRINE - J Is not "TESTIMONY" - 
it is nothing short’ of ROMANISM - making 
men the Slaves of men - and hence WEAK- 
MINDED. Such can NEVER give the Lost Message, 
o-o-o-o-o-o PERFECTIONISM. EW 101. 
While Satan is keeping the eyes of the 
Church on another Battle as to what PE.’FECT- 
IONISM means (that WEAKENS the MIND. EW.IOl) and NONE of then can give the LAST MESSAGE* 
THIS MIND-WEAIU5NING PERFECTIONISM IS:
11.. .THE” CHURCH had never erred, nor would it 
ever err, according to the Scripture."GC 57.



(?)

)

so - ???
So th© NEAEBR the Saint comes to Jesus - 
"THE MOPE IMPERFECT" he will appear - 'll! 
Well then - let ’s really pet going INTO 
AS AN IMPERFECT STATE AS V® CAN GET - 
So that we will KNOW that we are NEAR CHRIS: 
Because, after all, you know - we would 
NOT want to be “SUBJECTIVE" or “SELF- 
CENTERED" by that horrible "INTF.OSPECTIVE 
ATTITUDE WARD PERFECTION.» Would we now^

~ ’ OR TRY THIS DOG-VOMIT: 
“Wasn’t it T.S .Elliot who once wrote that 
THE ULTIMATE SIN.(Are you Awake-Adventist?) 
THE ULTIMATE SIN was doing the right thing 
for'the wrong reason?" (Did you know - 
Adventist - before these TRAINED SEALS 
came along with their Master Psychology -. 
that there ever was a SIN in ever doing 
“THE RIGHT THING ?« “THE RIGHT THING” 
has now become a SIN - ? Regardless of 
the REASON - ? It could even be “THE UNTI-

us FAILURE for VICTORY. These are "JOB’S 
COMFORTERS’." Not knowing the POkit of Cod., 
yet pretending so. Neither one would DARE 
to quo^e too many References, as they would 
not uphold this HOLY CO?/........... ..
O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O— 0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o 
ZWEMER to HEPTENSTALL:
“Further, you declare that, "the realization 
that the nearer we come to Jesus, THE* J WE 
IMPERFECT we will appear, siiply destroys 
all' self-idealization." OVER & OVER the

"THE BELIEVER is at. the same time both RIGHT- Pulpits (TM 409) would EASILY be possible 
among those who Teach that to COMMIT FOR
NICATION - or wear your Dress up to there- 

- IS A LESSER SIN than the one who MENTIONS 
IT - J Oh, how this Denomination needs a 

• few JAVELINS SHARPENED! A. few MOSES-JOIIN- 
THE-BAITISTS*and ELIJAHS! Either that or 

' LET THE PLAGUE break out among them!’ 
"IT IS TIME, LORD - FOR THEE TO WORK - 
FOR THEY HAVE MADE VOID., THY LAW’" 

- »■ 

O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
And now for the few who want to know the 
Truth - HOW DO-WE HARM0NI2® these seeming 
CONTRADICTIONS, in the Testimonies’? Very 
Simple. If you BELIEVE these False and 
Lying Prophets - they have you! EXAMIL® 
every Word by itself. Then RE-EXAMINE 
every Word in Context - and you will soon 
enough See that as rre rret nearer to Christ 

...for the most OUR PAST SINS will APPEAR T0 US AND T0 US 
ALONE in a Dim light. BUT NOT TO OTHERS’

BROTHER BRINSMEAD SAYS: (BLAH J BLAH! and more 
BLAH!)... In your paper you also state that 
r
EOUS before God by virtue of Christ’s Right
eousness AND ALSO IN A STATE OF SIN."... 
And today Robert Prinsmead uses the sei SAME 
WORDS (of course! They learned in the same 
School!) in making the .SAI® nE^.Al^ION w- 
garding the believer’s probationary life. 
You also rightly declare that "the true be
liever has really made Christ his end, NOT 
PERFECTION." (Can the two be SEPARATED - ???) 
p.16. "EVALUATION OF BP INSTEAD‘DOCTPII®.“ 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-0-0—0—0—0—0—0-0-0-0-0-6-0 
A person has to take one thing at a Time.* 
Here we have Statements that SOUrD like the 
Voice of an Angel - even as SAT AT SOUNDED 
good to the INEXPERIENCED EAR - but NOT to 
the Divine Son of God! Who knew him for what 
he was because he LEFT OUT certain parts or 
deliberatly CROSSED one with another so that 
the ORIGINAL Bloom was Lost. « 
part knew not what was Piped or Harped."

^219. (Page F.) “BUT IT IS HAPPENED UNTO
THEM ACCORDING TO THE TRUE PROVERB, The Dog 
is turned to his own VOMIT again; and the 
Sow that was Washed - to her Wallowing in 
the Mire." (This is how a True man of God „ 
talks. This is 2 PETER. 2:22.) 

THE DOG VOMIT -
DO YOU HAVE A BETTER NAME FOR THIS : : :
"Dear Doctor Heppenstall: * ’
"...Your earlier friendship has led me to
follow your career and convictions with great Hmmm - ?
interest and ADMIRATION. My RESPECT for your 
thought and work has been SUSTAINED.;. your 
deep personal BIAS yet clearly enunciates a 
number of Christian (?) Truths which we hold 
IN COMMON-* Perhaps the first truth... 
The second great truth...
O—0—0—0—0—C—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0
(Here we enter the most contradictory MAZE 
of Theological Jargon ever heard outside the 
Bastions of Babylon. Making ABSOLUTE state
ments about things that are NOT'ABSOLUTES.
Replacing DOUBT for CONFIDENCE - and. giving MATE SIN’" There could be NO WORSE SIN’
— >■ j wonder if you ever sew the likes of

that in your Bible or your Testimonies?) o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
I think I could well make a Statement 
here that could not be easily Challenged: 
“NO RIGHT ACTION is ever from the Devil."
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—Q—0-0 
THE DEVIL must be breathing over the 
Shoulders of these Gentry - in actually 
Teaching - in just that many Words - that 
TO GO AHEAD AND SIN is a LESSER EVIL -

Spirit of Prophecy enunciates THE SAI® TRUTH, then to NOT GO AHEAD AND .SIN - ’
0—0—0—0—0—0-0—0—0-0-0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o —o —0—0
Such a “DOCTP-IHE CF DEVILS" from ourBLAH J)



A STATEMENT MADE -
A STATEMENT MADE many times that YOU, the ' 
Sinner - will not appear “RIGHTEOUS” in-your- 
own-eyes as vou Day by Day develop a Character 
and in doing so become MOPE SENSITIVE to your 
own Failings - the nearer yon come to Jesus• 
MISTAKES you used to Brush aside as of no 
Consequence' 1/ - you will now feel Keenly. 
THIS CERTAIN!^ DOES NOT KEAN - 
that you will be malting MOPE CF A MESS of 
your Life - the nearer you draw to Jesus/ 
"HIS CERTAINLY DOES NOT KEAN that others 
will not See any'advances you have made. 
They most assuredly WILL J Even should they 
MOCK you and PERSECUTE you - SECRETLY they 
will ADMIRE you and ENVY you. «I WISH I 
COULD BE LIKE YOU1” - they Will Sigh as? you 
REFUSE that Drink and REFUSE that Smoke • 
THEY KNOfi that you are RIGHT/ Secretly, 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
THOUSANDS CF ADVENTISTS KNOT THAT WE ARE 
RIGHT - in opposing DRUGS and INSECTICIDES ’ 
and. the POISON-TRAFFIC. SECRETLY they KNOW. 
But in Church they will SHEAR' at our Stand. 
It would be much EASIER, for Members CF ANY 
OTHER CHURCH to admit the Truth on that Point 
as they are now doing all across the Country, 
The Adventists are the LAST to give in4 Most 
of them would DIE FIRST. And this they will. 
It is from such OUTRIGHT HYPOCRITES' that we 
could pc's.sibl^r read such Sneering Trash as 
comes from the Pen of BRINSMEAD and is 
Seconded by EifEMER. Let us just take the 
space to put it down here, and let some of 
you so-called “HEALTH-REFORK'ERS” see if you 
can Stomach this:
ZtfEMER TO HEPPENSTALL:
“The true believer has really made Christ 
his end - NOT PERFECTI ON".... Thus upon re

flection there are large areas of AGREE- 
KENT between YOUR position and that 

and^ renounces the Flesh - he rives up SMOKING- identified with Mr. Brinsmead...
CURSED PIETISM

“You have tried to link the present day 
AWAKENING in' the Church with the SUBJEC
TIVE (whatever THAT is supposed to mean/) 
MYSTICAL, INTROSPECTIVE, SELF-CENTERED. 
SEIF-IDEALIZING (and otherwise DAMNEDj) 
manifestations in Christendom typified 
by some of the extremes of PIETISM within 
the Lutheran Church of the I7th. Century. 
And it is true that there has always been 
a PIETISTIC Element in Adventism because 
of its emphasis bn the deep SOUL-PREPA
RATION to be ready for the great Day of 
o-o-o-o-o-o ' God.
“THESE ELEMENTS are readily identified 
as CLANNISH GROUPS,(since they do not" go

-219. (Page G.) APPEAR IMPERFECT TO WHO - ? 
If a man is “BORN-AGAIN11 - Born of the Spirit

DRDLCING-DANCING-and (you know the List that 
could be put down here.)He now I^OVES what he 
once HATED and HATES what he once LOVED. This 
is REPENTANCE and CCtenfTON. 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
SDA HEPPENSTALL and. AWAKENER ZWUIRR both 
with one accoid say IT IS NOT POSSIBI2 - » 
HE DOES NOT I ■PPP OVE - the nearer he gets to 
Jesus “THE MORE IMPERFECT HE WKL APPEAR1” 
WHAT A RELIGION - / Straight from the Bowels 
of Hell/ Telling people the LAW cannot be 
kept so why try - ? This is NOT' Adventism - 
this is Evangelicalism. Apostate Protestant
ism, Sly deceivers slipping into the Camp 
and into Control - “and My people love to 
have it so - and what will ye do in the end 
thereof - ?“ The END will, be very Interesting, along with the MAJORITY - or since the 

CARNAL MAJORITY does not go along with 
them - arx5 since we Master Psychologists 
can only cater TO THE MAJORITY - why - 
”.’kj daiined to theml”) 
O-O-O-O-O-O 
“THESE ELEMENTS are readily identified 
as CLANNISH GROUPS, with a strong bent 
toward ASCETICISM, and marked by vigorous 
efforts to induce REPENT ANGE, (Horrors /') 
Like the Essenes of old they find their' 
fulfillment in such outlets as so-called 
“self-supporting Institutions.” (Oh my/)’ 
They live off the sweat of their brotherTb 
brow, (which brother for example - you?) 
evade the Blessing of honest toil,(you 
sure know how to IMPUGN MOTIVES - donTt 
you - ? You must be a DRUG GER from away 
backhand parade their virtues in out
landish modes and pious Tears. They have 
made such expressions as “BLUE-PRINT” 
and. “demonstration” to become both ODIOUS 
and ODOROUS. (I suppose there will be come 
who will classify our outspoken language 
as “BAR-ROOK*1 - but will pass these 
FUMAROLES as highly ACCEPTABLE1) 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
AWAKENER ZWFMER still to SDA HEPPENSTALL: 
f,But you are so clearly WRONG when you 
try to associate such MISERABLE and OF
FENSIVE PIETISM with the Brinsmead teach
ing. If you had ever heard such sermons 
as “APE YOU HAYING THE HOLY MAN?” you " 
would realize that THIS W is as opposed 
to PIETISM as you are... in order to SAVE 
THEM from the PIETISTIC DELUSION OF EX
CESSIVE HASTE (^ell.r Well J Well1) in be
coming pure and sinless Saints•(See “ 
Present Truth, No.5, Original Sin.64-87.) 
(Still more to come - Brother/)



"219. (Pape H.) PIETISM SOTTOS PKTm good I 
2J®J®R TO SDA HEPPENSTALL* .
"It may surprise you to know that some of the 
the STRONGEST OPPONENTS(WellI Good for them!) 
of the Awakening are the PIETISTIC ELE1SNTS 
within the Church. My persona?, exposure to 
Adventist PIETISTS before my association 
with Mr. Brinsmead and the strenuous efforts 
of these individuals to dissuade ne from his 
views underscored this fact.

fred might - 
“Furthermore it is well known that a faction 
led by one FRED WIGHT broke with the AWACEN- 
ING agitation simply because

' SIMPLY BECAUSE - ?
“simply because Brinsmead was UTTjACAPLY 
OPPOSED to the subjective, introspective 
and compulsive drive for SINLESS IWECTION 
“here and IO.” Would it not be better for 
you to point the finger at the REAL VULIAN 
GF PIETISM? Then you and Robert Brinsmead 
would be UNITED on this Point.”
(MY NOTES ON THAT PAGE RIGHT THERE: “HOj 

RIGHT YOU ARE J” This strange development 
certainly makes it easy for us. Tie" do not 
have to laborously “PROVE” that the AWAKEN- 
INS is Teaching the SAME as the Church - 
their staunchest supporter PROVES IT J What 
a happy discovery * this Paper J This EXPOSE J 
Who will be ASHAMED the most - the AW ABNERS 
or the ADVENTISTS - ? I would say the AWAKEN- 
ERS. For the ADVENTISTS have one man who is 
RIGHT on this Point* ALAN STAESYJ)
O—O—O—O—O—0—0—0—0—O—O—O—O— O—O—O—O—O—0—0—o—o 
FRED WIGHT: INSTANTANEOUS PEPF13CTI0NISM ' 

immediately' at Conversion. No “DAILY” over
coming needed.frith later Modifications"of’ 
this obviously untenable position.) QC Z7I. 
BRINSMEAD: INSTANTANEOUS PERFECTIONISM - 
“at the Judgment-Marriage-Sunday-Law-Sealing‘! 
HEPPENSTALL: INSTANTANEOUS PERFECT IOLYSM - 
“at the Coming of Christ.” This position is 
that held ‘by EVANGELICALISM.

TO® TO HEPPENSTALL &.RRINSJEAD: 
“You BOTH vigorously ESCHEW the FALSE”here 
and now” PERFECTIONISM which you have identi- ; 
fied with PIETISM ■ 
spective, ascetic, experience-oriented pre
occupation. (PHEW - ’)

INDEED YOU DO - ’.’!
“...The AW ACTING stands IMPLACABLY OPPOSED 
to -the subjective, introspective,, self-ideal
izing, experience-oriented “HERE AND NO.7“ 
PERFECTIONISM represented by INTRUSDTEf???) 
ELEMENTS even in the ranks of Adventism.
THIS OFFENSIVE PIETISM is an AFFRONT and a 
REPUDATION of HISTORIC PROTEST Al^ISM. On ” 
this Platform we can stand together.” 19,23.

YOU SURE CAN

(Then follows a masterful Argument by 
ZWEMER which proves beyond the Shadow 
of a Doubt that the HEPPENSTAIX-EVAl^GELI- 
CAL position CANNOT be taken by ANY BE
LIEVER IN THE THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE] 
Bedause if PERFECTIONISM is going to be 
DELATED (and Probation left OEENj) until 
the Coming of the Lord * HW ARE WE TO 
STAID WITHOUT AN INTERCESSOR. DURING THE 
SEVEN LAST PLAGUES - ???(You see what 
happens when you call in these men of 
DEGREES OBTAINED FROM THE BABBLING BABY
LONIANS’ Such as Heppenstall! Can the 
Leopard change his Spots?)
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 

JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH.
You figure this involved Subject out and 
you will have come a long ways to under
stand the Subject of “RIGHTEOUSNESS BY 
FAITH.” Is it Won by NOT running the 
RACE - the way SDA Heppenstall - ^EMER - 
and BRINSMEAD would have it - ? You' are 
going to “WIN11 by re-dining in your 
“I AM SAVED” easy-chair and let Christ 
“DO IT ALL?” Or will you go for the other 
Kind of MAGIC in which FRED WRIGHT gives 
you the ROBE and the ARMOUR and whisks 
you PAST the NEW-BORN-BABE State in a 
Flash and in a Jiffy. Which Kind of 
MAGIC do you prefer * ?

WHAT IS THE TRUTH - ?
REALLY NOW - ’ Do we HAVE to prove THAT 
to an ADVENTIST - ? “HOW ART THOU FALLEN J” 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
THE TRUE POSITION IS:
You do not FINISH before you START with 
Fred Wright of Australia.
Nor do you START at the FINISH with 
Zwe me r-Brinsmead-Heppenstall-Evangelical- 
ism-Babylon-and Company! 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o—o-o—o-o 
POTH DENY THE POWER CF THE HOLY SPIRIT 
TO DAILY TA® STEP BY STEP UP THE LADDER 
CF PROGRESS AND SPIRITUALITY - I 

HEALTH REFORM - J 
v ,t IS TO PREPARE A PEOPLE :;

- a sdf-idedi’zinr'J intro*^I-trshould ever be kept prominent that 
the great object to be attained through 
this Channel is NOT ONLY HEALTH, but 
PERFECTION, and the Spirit of Holiness, 
WHICH CANNOT BE ATTAINED "with diseased" 
Bodies and Minds.” TI:554. (And 100 morel) 

SEPARATE - !
“In the Light of God’s Word we are JUSTI
FIED in declaring that SANCTIFICATION 
CANNOT BE' GENIUNE which does not work 
this utter renunciation of the sinful 
pursuits and gratifications of the World. 
TO THOSE WHO .COMPLY WITH THE CONDITIONS,
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SC 3 :I96,

MUCH MORE could be written on this 
Theme - and we have only touched on 
HALF of the ABOMINATIONS in the Teachin-s 
of the AWAKENERS - ADVENTISTS & Company. 
How much more we will be able to cover 
in the space left - is not known. But 
before we go on we wish to Stop for:

THE GREATEST TRUTH'
Believe a Lie and God’s Spirit and Angels 
LEAVE YOU’ And. you are LEFT to the Con
trol of Evil Angels & your own Passions!

TO OVERGONE SELF & THE DEVIL 
There is no other Way to Overcome than 
by finding and adhering to and passing 
on - THE TRUTH! Hide not your Light 
under a-Bushel. Pass on the Oil-DAILY- 
and thereby receive MORE. PCWER to Over
come is given NO OTHER WAY!
O-O-O-O-O-O
"He that is ASHAMED of Me and My Gospel- 
of him also will 1 be ASHAMED when .1 
come in the Clouds with the Glory of 
My Father.”'
(l) Believe. (2) Obey, (3) Teach!
Failure to heed ~3 will mean the Loss 
of ALL that was Gained. “And will be 
LOST with those they did not TRY to Save1! 
o-o-o-o-o-o “ “
THE FALSE REFORMATION shown in GC 464, 
EW 45,261. TM 234. SM‘T:I42. LP 2. 
fe 639. T9:I26. GC 32-3,595,528. PT 22, 
THIS FAI.SE REFORMATION is sweeping the 
Church - NOW’ With Prophecy thus creep
ing up on us as we see the Day approach-

'?2I9. (Page I.) WE DO NOT SAY -
WE DO NOT KNCW - who has complied with the 
Conditions! We do not know ^io is the Wheat 
or who is the Tares. In the Time' of Judgment 
these two Classes will be fully revealed. 
“BY THEIR FRUITS YE SHALL KNOT THEM!” 
0-0—0—0—0—0
NOT KNOITLNG WHO IS A TARE -
yet we DO KNOW that the “CONDITIONS” must 
be complied with by anyone seeking HI.SECTION! 
We also know that there is a vast difference 
between the. WEAK CHURCH-TARE and. a RAVE1TING- 
WOEF DRUGGER SEEKING WHOM HE MAY DEVOUR - I 
0-0—0-0-0—0-0—0-0-0—0-0—o—0-0—o—o-o-o-o-o-o 
“TO THOSE WHO COMPLY WITH THE CONDITIONS,.
“Come out from among them, and be ye SEPARATE 
... and touch not the UNCLEAN,” God’s promise 
is, “I will receive you... and ye shall be 
My SONS & DAUGHTERS, saith the Lord Alrdghty". 
o-o-o-o-o-o N047QRKS CULT. GC 475. 
"Those who endeavour to maintain Christian 
life by PASSIVELY accepting the .DTESSUlCS 
that come through the means of dRACE, and 
DOING NOTHING for Christ, are simply trying 
to live by EATING without WORKING? And in 
the Spiritual as in the Natural!, world, this 
ALWAYS RESULTS IN DEGENERATION & DECAY,..' 
He loses the STRENGTH that he already had. 
... We have a WORK to do in complying with 
the CONDITIONS of Acceptance.. • rply umon 
His GRACE and WORK His WORKS... Re who does 
NOTHING but Pray will soon cease to Pray, 
or his Prayers will become a formal routine1! 
"STEPS TO CHRIST” 81,96,101.
o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
"The Law ia Holy,' and the Commandment Holy, 
and Just, and. Good” and in the keeping of 
it there is ”Great Reward.” But the AWAKEN- 
ERS and BABYLON say you cannot keep it - 1 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

THE SECRET IS -
we do not say we DO keep it - but DO say 
it is POSSIBLE to keep it and God helping 
me - I will “STRIVE TO REACH THE UH7ARD WAY”.

'"UT FRAY NOTHING DOUBTING C
"He that cometh to God. must believe that he 
is, and that he is a rewarder of them that’ 
diligently seek Him.” "STEPS TO CI^IST" 96.

TIME OF TROUBLE - 
"In the Time of Trouble, just previous to 
the Coming of Chrijst, the lives of the 
Righteous WILL be preserved through the 
Ministration of Holy Angels. Those who come 
up to that trying Time, NEGLECTING TO OBEY 
God!s Command.s, will have NO SECURITY of 
their lives. ANGELE CANNOT' PROTECT THEM 
from the WRATH of their Enemies while they" 
are living in neglect of any known Duty, or 
Express Command of Jehovah,”

ing - are you and I now going to Fall 
for the MINGLING of TRUTH with ERROR? 
Or will. Vre EXPOSE the WORKS OF INIQUITY? 
Will we "CRY ALOUD & SPARE' NOT?” There 
is no SEAL of God otherwise. We must DO 
something and DO it now! "Blessed are 
they that DO His Will!” "He brings His 
REWARD with Him to give to every man as 
his WORKS shall be'.”' "Blessed are they 
that DO His Commandments.”

IN THE BATTLE IN THE DAY 
OF THE LORD.

"THE CONTEST IS between the COMFIAND- 
MENTS OF GOD and the commandments of 
men. IN THIS Til® the GOLD will be 
separated from the DROSS in the Church’! 
(Leaving oriJ.y DROSS! "Son of man, the 

House of Israel is to me become'DROSS 
... There is a CONSPIRACY of her Pro
phets in the midst thereof, like a 
ROARING LION ravening the Prey; they 
have DEVOURED SOULS... Her Priests have 
VIOLATED MY IjAW... neither have they 
showed DIFFERENCE between the UNCLEAN 
and the CLEAN... And. I sought for a MAN



■ •

OUT OF IT!

means to stay RIGHT THEBE’ Now the “NO-WORKS’* 
people come along and tell us not to DO any
thing - because Christ “WILL DO IT ALL J”

among thftn *• . •, 
NON».» T5181. <E zekiel 22:18,25*

this is -ttie sSaLETG, All who are
Saved will Obey the MIDNIGHT CRT: “GO YE •

“I was shown that if God’s people make 
NO EFFORTS on their part, but WAIT for 
the REFRESHING to come upon them and 
remove their Wrones and. correct their 
Errors,’ IF THEY DEPEND UPON THAT to 
CLEANSE' them from filthiness of the Flesh 
and spirit, and FIT THEM to engage in 
the LOUD CRY of the Third. Angel, THEY 
WILL BE FOUND WANTING. The REFRESHING 

Jer.8’30.! er PCWER of God comes ONLY on those vho 
have PREPARED themselves for it by DOING 

SCUM is therein, and whetse SCUM is NOT GONE* THE WORK which God bids them, namely - 
‘ CLEANSING THEMSELVES.” TI:6I9. 

0—0—O—O—0—0
“FAITH WITHOUT WORKS IS DEAD, being alone. 
FAITH WILL NEVER SAVE YOU unless it is 
JUSTIFIED by WORKS. God requires of you 
to be Rich in GOOD WORKS, ready to dis- 
ttiM-te, willing to communicate .“T2s 159 • 
o-o-o-o-o-o
“Those who merely SEEK to enter in will 
never be able. The entire Christian life

- “Nowhere in this Doo?:(Revelations) of many will, be spent in no greater 
EFFORT than that of SEEKING, and their 
only Reward will be to find it an UTTER 
IMPOSSIBILITY for them to enter in at 
that strait Gate...the patient, PERSEVER
ING EFFORT, will be Rewarded ABUNDANTLY” 
o-o-o-o-o-e T2:480,5I0.
“It is erily by LONG and PERSEVERING 
EFFORT, sore discipline, and stern con
flict that we shall be ■ OVERCOMERS.. . 
Keep your words of SYMPATHY and PITY 
for those who really deserve them, those 
who are pressed by the Spirit of God. to 
SHCW His people their Transgressions & 
the House of Israel their Sins... 
SANCTIFICATION is not the Work of a Day 
or a Year, but ef a LIFETIME. Without 
CONTINUAL EFFORTS and constant activity, 
there can be NO ‘ADVANCEMENT in the Divine 
Life, no attainment of the Victor’s 
Crown... IN THE FINAJ, VICTORY God will 
have NO USE for these persons vho" are 
NOWHERE TO BE FOUND in Time ef Peril & 
Danger, when the STRENGTH, COURAGE, and. 
INFLUENCE ef all are required to make a 
Charge upon the Enemy. Those who STAND 
like faithful Soldiers to BATTLE against 
WRONG, and te vindicate the RIGHT.., 
will each' receive the commendation from 
the Master: “WELL DONE, good and faithful 
Servant...enter thou into the Joy of

"219/ (Pape J/j A MAS 
but I found ‘ 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
(Obvious?, y

OUT to meet Him."1 And only DROSS is iferTj 
SOT'“A'MfflJ “AMONG THEMJ) 
o-o-o-o-o “
■RS^ROBATE shall men call then,’be- 
cauSfe the Lord hath REJECTED them.” « 
“WOE to the Bloody City, to the Pot whose* f

her SCUM shall be in the Firrfi 
o*o*o*o«o*o* • • • • -2 A: £,$2.
SEE THIS SAI® THING: ,
As you‘ turn ^to the SEALING CHAPTER - Eze.9. 
See this 'in<i5:2il and see what - 
Is?this the Way that‘Pre&oher told, you it. 
would go * ? • .* " •' . * •
o-o-^OJ’o-^O'ffo' •
HEPPENSTALL - the SDA PP.OBTET FROM BABYLON- 
writes on page 10 - “EVALUATION OF FRINSmD 
DOCTRINE” < 
is there the slightest indication* that the 
SANCTUARY symbolizes THE CHURCH or THE RELIE
VERS.” HEPPENSTATL. p.IO. 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
EZEKIEL AND SR. WHITE: 
“...the men with SLAUGHTERING WEAPONS... 
come not near any man upon whom is the Mark; 
and BEGIN at fcty SANCTUARY. Then they BEGAN ' 
at the Ancient men which were before the 
House.” (They BEGAN with the ;KBAC"^F.3 such 
as HEPIENSTALL - still blasting away in" the 
Pulpit - still “BEFORE THE HOUSE.” Their 
Theory of the “PURIFICATION” of the Church 
was all Delusion upon Delusion!) 
HERE IS THE PICTURE - 
A PICTURE FROM WHICH WE CAN1T0T ESCAPE - 
HERE IS THE SEALING - 
HERE IS THE CHURCH - 
HERE ARE THE PREACHERS STILL BLASTING AWAY: 
AND THE SEALING ANGEL FINDS THEM - RIGHT 
THERE - and passes them by - I 
AND THE SLAUGHTERING ANGELS FOTJ,r’W: 
“Here we see that THE CHURCH - THE LORD »S * 
SANCTUARY - was the FIRST to feel the Stroke 
of the Wrath of God. The ANCIENT lEN...had 
betrayed their TRUST... THESE DUW DOGS... 
ALL PERISH TOGETHER .” T5 :2II. RH A2:T0'5; ' 
A5:238,242,386. TI:I98. T3:2f?7. TV 233,407.

AFL PERISH TOGETHER.’ 
THE FALSE REFORMATION - based on a LIS! Servant.. .enter thou into the Joy of 
Based on the SAI® DELUSIONS as the SHEPHERD’S thy Lord.” NEVER was there greater O 
ROD - say that “GO YE OUT TO JEET HIM’” of faithful WARNINGS, REPROOFS, and.’dose,

straight dealing, than at this Time.
SATAN HAS COI® D07N WITH GREAT PCHER, 
knowing that his Time is Short...with “ ’ 
PLEASING FABLES.. .SMOOTH .THINGS.»*T3:324-8.



April 25 , I%9.JUSTIFICATION B Y FAITH.

From time to time we receive* numerous in
quires regarding the Suirioct of "Justifif 
cation by Faith* -= €icf.i doos it mean - ?

the Truth alrigju« but he has the WRONG 
SPIRIT (That U "<•*> Braying of a Cali
fornia Jack-Ass!) There is no Separation 
of the Truth from The Right Spirit.*

", f .but the Wicked shall BO wickedly: 
and NONE of the Wicked shall Understand;’ 
but the WISE shall Understand." Dan.l2:I0.

While a Companion of Fools will be 
destroyed;"because he shall REMAIN in 
the Congregation of the Bead. 

SLEEPING PRMCHEPS.
It is a very nice and dreamy Lullaby to 
save people IN their Sins, and tell them 
of GRACE without LA?/, or call it FAITH 
without WOPl^S. It is a Sleeping-Pill.

swell into a Loud Cry, 
Rlflculod, ana spr-ken < 
jnctod ‘by the fh.l

Some have mistake 3.ly passed on the Notion Reproach .* 
that “Wieland & Shore*- dug into the Problem 
in 1950, and presented to’ the General Con
ference the Treatise named: "1888 Re-examined” longing and looking f .)“■ 

are off the Beam, ._____

219.

all his Heart?1

>b.l d then- that they wore 
of Baal - the Enemy 

,r.Rights
But as scon as th* Assure began to be 

put on them, they Wei oh :->d, gob Cold Foot, 
began to count’the Cost >if their Membo^uhip 
should be Lost. So they made a Deal. We will ’ attar?:: 
agree not to make Public that 1950 LETTER - 
and instead write a Treatise 3n 1888. Yes!' 
Let’s attack those who are •:ul DEAD & GONE. 
As long as the present Administration gets 
off the Hook, and let them CONTINUE to cause 
the Loss of Souls. Thus a RED-HERRING' was 
drawn over the Trail - and what the 1950 
Bunch were up to - was'hushed-up. Thus they 
went DEAD' - and have written nothing worth
while ever since. For God'is quick and He is 
Jealous - and He will not give a 2nd. Message 
to a belcher. You may be sure that what 
WIELAND now has, and which is being Stamped 
with the NIHIL CBSTAT and IMPRIMATUR of the 
HOLY SEE in WASHINGTON, D.C. - is only the 
Death-Rattle of what could have been a Noble' 
Career. But they Bowed to the Shrine of men. 
That this is NOT the Message can’be Proven 
by this! "...and when the Message (the Angel 
of 1888 and Rev. 18) he brings again will

- nothing could be further from the Truth.
You would think that, before writing on 

such a major Subject as this - they would 
be sure of their Facts, be??c»re venturing in
to Print. The HUDSON PRESS fully documented 
what WIELAND & SHORT presented to the General 
Conference Session in 1950 - and it had NOT 
ONE WORD about 1888 - !' 

1950.
What WIELAND & SHORT presented in 1950 had 
to do with 1950. With the "Love-fests" of 
the FROOWS, the ANDERSONS, the RICHARDS - 
with the PRINCES CF BABYLON - the BILLY 
GRAHAMS, the NORMAN VINCENT REALES, end the 
Like. To this day lodging among the Tombs 
of the SPURGEONS, the MOODIES/the METHO
DIST and EVANGELICAL FOUNDATIONS. If it is’ 
BIG, if it is POPULAR - we want to have it. 
Or study the Methods wharhy the "Holy Spirit" 
gave them such greah "Success.""This ir vhere 
PSYCHOLOGY comes i: J the desire to ho the 
FRIENDS of the WORLD , 

' WIELAND & SHORT .
worshipping the "rV’”' 
of God, and they w*re

it will again be 
gainst, and Re- 

w Leaking vj a 
B'JuK pSLI. GJL Io93.

0—0—0—O—O- *0—0'“O—O- O’” lo- o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o—o 
prom the abovo we s->o that those who are

■ a POPULAR MESSAGE 
And those who REALLY

want the Truth will nave *c>o ao some LOOK 
ING to find it. Bu-that ueeketh 
shall find Meif he seeks for Me with

Thispfemise is Sure.
O-O—O-C-O‘-O-O-O-O-O-C*-o-o-o-o-o-o -0-0-0 
We have no fear for the Honest. There 
are at least 6 Refer jnce^ that say at 
the last the "Hones" ■•-ill take the Right 
Side. And Remember;, c.ni 00' not Forget: 
"the Wicked shall DO . ‘.ckedly? and NONE 
of the Wicked shall. Understand."
0- 0—0—0—0— 0-0- 0-0-0-0-0 -O'- -o-0-0-0-0-0-0 
So why are you Looking for those who DO 
wickedly - to Understand? Why do so many 
become arthueed with the Truth, and then 
run off hu th the Idea that they will 
present it ®in the ri^ht ,Way“' - and it 
will tuke hold. Anl i.. ?: t - do.they* 
Blame themselves Fo- ■ frong Idea 
they hadV Ho They V j 3' the Tfuth'.They 
Blame the Milage a »..< -S; Messengers

* Fri. according bo S:r /.-..-’day AdvoniVst 
P;jy hclogy — the Tn.* ‘ - r.t ne Popular, 
It u.-3 to be Pop .’1 to the Wir>-
ning of' "1‘nnawrnhi.o . t tudes." So if 
it does n?-t win th 1 Miull'zEes - it must 
be Wrong, and for that we must

Lt! Not knowing t they should 
h&ve rather attacked thexr own miy-con- 
ception of what the Truth will do. Both 
the Truth and xhe "Right Spirit" - both 
go together. Seek not to divide asynder 
what God has Joined together. "He has 

but he has the WRONG 
’•?? Braying of a Cali-



“Of all SINS it is the most HOHS- 
GNCDRAELE ,*) > a .Those vjho ‘ 

sincere their
'•'itr/'iJ.-i be taught oo 

iay ARE SAVED. This ,
\. o They

(“Oh? Ho?? many I saw 
the case of all 

3:134) COL xf5.

led him. to the belief that he WAS SAVED. 
(Did you read this, Adventist? Peter’s 
FALL'! When you are FALLEN you say: “I am 
Saved o*5,

, the most 
accept the Savir?- 
Conversion? shoui SAY or to FEEL that & 
is misleading.“I uM SAVED” 
are UNPREPARED. 
that were UNPREPARED,

.1 “See SG
“I AM SAVED!” ’ 

“This man spoke with GREAT ASSURANCE, as 
if he himself were CERTAIN of a place in 
the Kingdom. His attitude was similar to 
the attitude of those who REJOICE that 
they ARE SAVED by Chrdrb, when-^they-do- 
not-comply'-'with-the«’ renditions upon which 
Salvation is promised® His spirit was" 
like that of BALAAM,.. Christ read the 
heart of the PRETENDER.“The Publicans 
and the Harlots,” Christ said,”go into 
the Kingdom of God BEFORE you.”,..
“What shall I do TO BE SAVED?” - this is 
the want cf the Soul.” CCL 221,226,231. 
0-0-0-0“0-0“0-0~0-0-0-0’0’0-0-0—o-o-o—o 

, NOW THE LETTER
April 20, 1969 letter -• Vancouver, BC. 
“...We are quite in aqrjoriant but peri
haps there is a misui’tl.:. standing of ex- 
prsssicn... Natural.!", wu are to fulfill 
the ob.rditions BUT 0H1E THESE ARE MET, 
til:-; premise is given v5 uh£ Yes J To be 
sure* But there is iho Rub, “ONCE THESE 
ARE MET.*.5* Now who ib gc-ihg to be the 
one to say IF’ they have been met???????

is is the $64«>oo Question, WHEN are 
they met? WHO is the Judge of that - ? 
We come right back then to the Condition 
of Mind that can say: “I AM SAVED J” 
ARE you Saved? Well - good for you I
0-0—o—o«o—o-o-o—0—0—0—0—o-o-o**o—0—0—0—0

“IS MY ROBE SPOTLESS?”
I see the Saints, Sodded and Saved. The 
number is given - 144,The Church is 
given - “On their foreheads was written, 
GOD, NEW JERUSALEM...”(and the Footnote 
reference by EGW is Revc3?l2 - the Church 
PHILADELPHIA is the LAST CHURCH’ For 
poor Old Drug-Shot Laodicea is “SPEWN 
OUT” - at least so the Bible says. Maybe 
your Preacher says different. But the 
Testimonies in 100 places shows PHILA
DELPHIA to be the SEALED I44J000 Saints! 
And this is one here - WTF 14. EW 15.) 

The Cloud appears,'He comes! Then 
all faces gathered Paleness, and

2- ^219. GRACE-FAITH-PRAYER4TILL DO IT ALL? 
OR CHRIST WILL DO IT ALL - IT IS ALL PAST -? 
It was all “Finished” at the Cross - ? Is 
Sin finished?" Is Confession finished? Is the' 
Devil finished? Or is just the Cross finished? LESS 
•3—0—0—0—0—0—0—0* 0—0—'U—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O®^ 
As soon as ever you get into the Subject of 
“JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH® - you get into the 
most Complex misunderstandings of the Subject 
in all of the religious World. The Majority 
of Adventists by far - have gone over to 
Babylon’s understanding of the Subject, altho’ such was HOPELESS 
the Writings are so Hain that they are'afraid Ev.595. RH Al:65. A4*2I7 
to use certain Words or Terms;- they use other 
Words and Terms that gives the SALE MENTAL 
CONDITION! And Today the Cloak is coming 
right off and they are employing the very 
Terms that the"Mighty Princes of Babylon 
employ, and even dare anyone to stand up 
and Witness for the Truth!

“I AM SAVED.” ; ;
All this revolves around ”1 AJA SAVED.” If I 
am Saved"- I deny there is a Court in Heaven 
to decide my Fate and Destiny. I brush aside 
the Throne of God, the Recording Angels, the 
4 & 20 Elders, or Beasts, or the Most Holy 
Hace Administration;- and I take' care of 
all. that - IN MY MIND! Forgetting, perhaps- 
that: “The Heart is deceitful above all tilings, 
who can know it?” “There Is NONE Righteous, 
NO NOT ONE!0 “All we, like Sheen - have gone 
astray.“‘“Let him that THINICETH he Stand - 
take heed lest he Fall,0 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 *<—»<>•- o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
“The PHARISEE goes up to the Temple to wor
ship, NOT because he FFTtt~ that he is a 
SINNER in NEED of PARDON, but because he 
THINKS himself RIGHTEOUS, (he keeps the Sab- " 
bath not to BE Saved, but because he IS Saved j)Thi 
and hopes to win COMffiNDATIQN... He hopes to 
secure favor with both"God and man... And he 
is full of SELF-FRAISE. He LOOKS it, he WALKS 
it, he FRAYS it... His RIGHTEOUSNESS is his 
own... Whoever trusts in himself that he is 
RIGHTEOUS, will despise others.•• With this 
“SPIRIT” it is IMPOSSIBLE for him to enter 
into communion with God® He goes down to his 
house DESTITUTE... There"is no Religion in 
the enthronement of SELF® He who makes SEIF
GLORIFICATION his aim, will find himself 
DESTITUTE...” COL 150,151,402.
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-b-O-O 
“The evil that led to Peter's fall, and that 
shut out the PHARISEE from communion with 
God, is proving the ruin of THOUSANDS to-day. 
There is nothing so offensive to God, or so 
dangerous to the human soul, as PRIDE and 
SELF-SUFFICIENCY. Of all SINS it is the most 
HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE... Peter’s fall...



into SECURITY, and' dream NOT of Danger. When 
STARTLED from their Lethargy, they "DISCERN" 
their DESTITUTION(too late!)“ COL /II(420). the: 

wri

Standing in -weakness'and sin. Remembering 
our failings of Yesterday as well as Today - 
I think it were well if we Stood - “for"some 
TO® in AWUL SILENCE - ’Htt And let the 
Angels cease to Sing*

And with all the Adventist Talk about 
pointing to themselves as just about EVERY 
SDA Preacher does, saying: “Here’ are they 
that keep the Commandments of God and have 
the Faith of Jesus.” I"notice in the Holy 
Writings that it is the SEALING or RECORDING 
ANGEL that answers that Question^ and I think 
we ought to LEAVE" IT' RIGHT THERE ’ And not 
Talk about whether or not we have “FULFITJ.ED

Alone and Marry Him in the Time of Wad
ding. For those who LEFT the Holy City, 
they ALONE were Saved, And this wqs 
written for our Admonition upon wnom....

But do not 
*• He did it 
yes?

We will let the Angels aiisw that Question, 
and the Court in Heaven*

THE WHEAT. ’ "
“Finite man is likely to mis judge...We are 
not to say what coxv tunes the WHEAT, and 
what the TARES. The TIM? of the Harvest will 
fully determine the of the two
Classes specified under the' figure of the 
TARES and the WHEAT. The work of SEPARATION 
is given to the Angels of God, and not "com
mitted into the hands of ANY MAN.” TM 47.‘ ’ 
“JUDGE NOTHING BEFORE THE TIME.” I Cor.4:5. 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
“The Lord does not give you or anyone else 
the Office of saying "WHO are TARES and WHO 
are WHEAT.” T5:333-4.
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
“For who can read the Heart? Who can di‘s-’ 
tinguish the TARES from the WHEAT ?”DA 656. 
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o^o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
“Angels of God are sent to measure the Temple 
and the Worshippers therein.11 NL 9I.SMI:357. 
0—0—0—0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0-0—0—0—0—0-0~o—b 
THE FOOLISH VIRGINS FAIL because: “This is 
the Class that in time of peril are found 
crying, PEACE & SAFETY. They lull their hearts in order to show thyself True to One

Oh, it is easy to get a Following by 
joining th;-? Psychologists who creep into 
Houses and lead Silly women astray - 
like-the Al Frienls, the Fred Wrights, 
the John Raders rhe Br'^naad^P^tesw 
Hiebert-Durst-Paj..’:‘y ano. thh SDA
“I AM SAVED** Sbhorfc. Put ARE we Saved? 
Or are we only CARN*? .11 SECURE - ?

THE LETTER., 
“And if Christ reigns within, then surely 
it is no more ”1“ but Christ who gains 
the Victory... becudgn it i;> not really" 
“we” - it is glory only to Christ and we 

it » 

0-0-0- 0-‘0^0-0-0- 0 -0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-6 
Avery lovely Ditty. Makes a nice Song. 
Never heard anyone deny it. "But I am 
going to deny it. Right how.
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O-O'O-OO'-O—0-0—0—0—O 
“CHRIST COULD DO NO MIGHTY MIRACLES THERE” 
- why? Because of their “Unbelief.““So 
He COULD NOT DO II ALL 4 ? It is the very 
Heart and Soul of the COVENANT - both Cid 
and Now - that if YOU do so and so then 
I will do so and so . So you DO have .SOME
THING to do about it and don’t you go 
Blaming th.: Lord if He does not do it 
“ALL.” Fur che most Important part He

THE CONDITIONS.” Tho Conrxwlrum of the Century, left for YOU to do. Th-. ’L: -sr of CHOICE 
is YOURS and only YOUR 5 o one can take 
that away f?.v.m youc CHOOSE what
is the TRUTH and wha: *•’ > ERROR and cull 
that Christ, God, the Holy Spirit and all 
the Angels in Heaven t an "do - is EORE 
that we will do the BEST., 
say “Christ did it 
“ALL” to make PROVISIO.N « yes? He did it 
“ALL” to keep His end of the Bargain^ 
Yes., “ALL” that is done0 But now YOUR 
turn comas, you must CHOOSE, you must 
SEEK Him with all your Heart, you must 
STRIVE to enter in, you must make a great 
and mighty EFFORT and SEARCH"’for Him, 
He is NOT with the Sunday-Keepers, He is 
NOT with the Drug and Dope-Peddler’s 
Union, He is NOT in the “Spewn out” 
Church, for the Message' is “Go ye OUT” 
of that place. So He did “ALL” He could 
do and now He is waiting for you to do 
“ALL” that you can do. And the “ALL” that 
we can do may be little enough - but to 
some it will be as Hard as cutting off ' 
their Right Arm, to leave that Holy City, 
that Holy people, that Holy Leadership,

3- '/2I9. “I AM SAVED? AM JUSTIFIED?”
0-o—0-0-0—0-0—0—0“o—0-0-0—C-O-O-O-O-O-O-0-0
“Then we all cried out, “Who shall be able 
to stand? Is my robe Spotless?”" Then the 
Angels ceased to Sirg, and ohere was some 
time of awful Silence....” Eff 16.

AWFUL SILENCE.
Yes, I think it would be well, instead of 
Boasting and Blowing, like the PHARISEES in 
the Popular Churches saying: “I A.M SAVED J” 
Or the Adventist World saying: “I AM SINLESS- 
HOIY-JUSTIFIED-SANCTIFIED-OR WHATEVER

Standing in the Light of the Judgment -
Standing in Awe of the High & Holjj Calling, have nothing at all to brag about.



f

CHOSEN MEN, rays of LIGHT began to scatte? 
the DARKNESS, and very many JOYFULLY re
ceived the LIGHT and walked in it..These 
few Christians were strong in God, and 
more prcious in His sight than half 
World who...are COTARDS.!« EN 222-225.

not till THEN - was he able to toll the 
Pilgrims that they need not come to this 
Holy Center to seek God - but that God"is 
back there with them on their Harms - even 
more so than in this great Romish “General 
Conference Session*1 where they EEEL so near 
Heaven and Glory and Salvation - but where 
in reality it is afar off, to go'back and 
do not tell them about the Wonders of Rome 
and the Bible Camp Meetingbut tell" them 
that nwhere two or three come together in' 
My name - THERE am I in the midst thereof 
THIS is the Promise - that He will in no 
Wise cast out those who coms to Him - and 
what He asks for is not the loud-mouthed 
prayers of Perfection for to be seen of' men 
"Verily I say rnto you - THEY have their 
Reward.1* The only Reward they will ever have, ent spirit]') "In the Power of the Holy 
To be Honored and Glorified 'before men, at 
that Bible Camp Meeting-. But not the Ho:nor 
the Redeemed will receive from Angels and 
the Inhabitants of other Worlds, ; 
and Galaxies.

This all the Poor in Spirit can under
stand, this the Meek can grasp and never 
let go. Let the Loud-Mouth, the Theological 
Bully, try to Bluster you into giving him 
all your Tithe - for which he promises" you 
Absolution for Sin, but maybe he better see 
if HIS sins are Forgiven before he ventures 
to Sell you that Absolution for being a 
Member of his Church. All this was involved 
in Luther’s perplexity on the Subject - and 
THIS is the Last Message to Laodicea, “Go

•’THEY ARE FOLLOTING IN THE TRACKS 
OF ROMANISMp TM 362. T7:I8I.

"SATAN,..led his representatives, the 
Popes and the Priests, to exalt THEMSELVES, 
and ’bo stir up thrf people to bitterly 
persecute and destroy those who wei’e not 
willing to accept h.'s Delusions...Angels 
of God...were searching in the Darkest 
places...and raise their voices against 
the SINS of His professed people.(Of 
course a die-hard Church-lover will find 
it hard to believe THIS is the WORK of 
the Lord - after listening to that Preache? 
of yours)..eHe could then come to God

, NOT through Popes or Confes
sors, but through Jesus Christ ALONE.

4th. Angel will Testify against THEM]) 
best glorify God by living and exposing 
the SINS" of Priests, Popes, and Kings. 
These trembled before' the Voice of LUTHER, 

ye OOT to meet Him]* Oh, yes! Turn your face! and his fellow laborers. Through these 
You never heard this before] If you would 
have listened - you would have heard THAT 
part of it: "They HATED it the more (the 
Adventist Church Leaders in 1888), because 
it was a Testimony AGAINST THEM]” TM 80. 
“T have NO SMOOTH MESSAGE to those...“TM 97.

Spirit he cried out against the existing 
SINS of the LEADERS of the Church; and 
$s he' met the Storm of Opposition from 

and Systems, the Priests (Ministers), his courage failed 
not...(Did he give up his “CRITICIZING11?)" 
“As he pushed the Battle closer and closer, 
the RAGE of the Priests was kindled still 
HOTTER against him. They did not wish to 
be Reformed... and they desired the Church 
also to be kept in DARKNESS... LUTHER and 
METjANCHTHON, who could best glorigy God 
(Best glorify God??? Yes] Even as the'

4- #219. HORRIBLE HOEHN, 
o-o-o—0—0—0-0-0—O-0-0-0—o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—0-0 
I have had one after the other Write and 
ask me WHO is writing about “JUSTIFICATION 
BY FAITH" - or why don’t we write on it? 
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—b—0—0—0—0—0—0 
I thought we were writing on it.
I thought we were doing nothing else BUT 
writing on it. LUTHER was all addled .

’ until he got that “CHURCH IS GOING 
THROUGH” and that Papal “Voice of Godu CUT 
of his Mind. He first became Clear, Noble", 
and Steady in his Thinking when he decided 
the Church was from the Devil, and that he 
would say this if it cost him his very Life. FOR. HIMSETF 
THEN, and not till THEN - did he become 
clear on “Justification by Faith.11 THEN, and Oh, how precious to LUTHER was this NEFT 

and glorious LIGHT which had" dawned upon 
his DARK UNDERSTANDING and driven away 
his Superstition]..,-.And now- how did the 
Holy Spirit operate to “RESPECT® the 
TROUD and the HAUGHTY CHURCH-LEADERS??? ) 
“He was DISGUSTED with the SINS of those 
in whom he had ’TRUSTED for Salvation, & 
as he §aw many others enshrouded in the 
same DARKNESS which had covered him, 
(REMEMBER Laodicea is in MIDNIGHT DARK
NESS in the Hour when the Cry is:“GO YE 
OUT... P» OUT of that DARKIiESS ’) 
...“Raising his voice against the ERRORS 
and'SINS of the Papal ••l.uioh, he earnestly 
endeavored to break'the, Chain of DARKNESS 
(Oh] My] Oh, ny^)...“Xn the Power of the 
Holy Spirit (we were told"this is a differ-



»J3t

great ado about NOTHING I "SATAN was try
ing his every art to HOLD THEM WHERE THEY 
WERE, until the SEALING was PAST, until 
the Covering was drawn over God’s people, 
and they LEFT without a Shelter from the 
burning Wrath 6f God, in the Seven Last
o—o—o—O—O—O—O—0—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0— 0—o—0—0 

JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH.
At the very Time when the Church is so 
Rotten (TM 446) * more MILLIONS being spent 
on DRUGS and EASTER-SUNDAY-KEEPING and 
a Raft of new ABOMINATIONS coming into 
the Church at the very Time these so-callec 
"AWAKENING' REFORMERS* are Flocking by 
DroveSf Herds, and Flocks back into the 
Safety of the Walls because the Hue and 
Cry isJ "God is too Merciful to visit His 
people in Judgment" - this is the "Peace 
and Safety" dry from a Raft of False 
Prophets headed by the Seminary and College 
level of "Doctors of the Law" that stood 
Opposed to Christ in the person of His 
Saints whose Message was: "GO YE OUT to 
meet Him!" So they Jangle about some un
known "SUFFERINGS OF CHRIST* if this Holy- 
Church does not become SINLESS over Night, 
with their DRUGS and all, just so long as 
they "Come to the Sanctuary" a thing they 
claimed to be doing for the past 125 yrsI 
This was "NEW 1IGHT" and. this was "PRESENT 
TRUTH* in 1844 - but Today it is certainly 
NOTHING of the Kindi
0—0—0—*0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
As in the Days of Noah - As in the Days of Lot -
As in the Days of Cid Jerusalem - 
the Test is - will you be Justified by 
staying in the City, with the Priests, 
or will you "ESCAPE FOR YOUR LIFE!" 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
This is JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH, this is 
the ONLY "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH* we know 
anything about! FAITH in the CHURCH and” 
its USELESS ROUND OF* CEREMONIES that the 
"AWAKENERS" would perpetuate - or FAITH 
in the DIVINE PREDICTIONS that *A MOVE
MENT SHALL COME" (GC 464) - and SATAN 
would seek to prevent it by bringing in 
the very . DOCTRINES itemized & 
Catalogued in the "SINLESS' PERFECTIONISM1 
and "NO EFFORT* and the very words: 
•INSTANTANEOUS" SANCTIFICATION (in the 
alleged "SUNDAY LAW SEAL ING-JUDGMENT TIME1) 
when it is the Teaching of the Testimonies 
from beginning to End that CHARACTER-BUILD
ING and. SANCTIFICATION are the "WORK" of' 
a "LTFETH®* in need of "DAILY* - "STEPS!"

5- <219, JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
Christ came to do away with the "Jewish 
Economy," Let’s leave off Adventist language 
and put that in plain English.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
Christ came to do away with an Earthly Priest- Plagues." EW 44. 
hood. Justification NOT in the Ministration 
of MEN and BUILDINGS (Temples) - but Justi
fication by Faith in the Ministry of Christ 
alone in the Heavenly Temple - "The Jeru
salem that is above, that is the Mother of 
us all." And ONE Mediator between God and 
man - the Man Christ-Jesus.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
Therefore He ATTACKED the TEMPLE said not 
one Stone would remain upon another. There
fore He ATTACKED the Priesthood and their 
Prayers, "Verily I say unto you - THEY have 
their Reward." The Reward of the useless 
ashes of the Adoration of men.!And of the 
Silly Women.) He ATTACKED their Holiness, 
that they were the Sons of Abraham, just 
because they were "Ordained" by some Priest 
meant NOTHING, this made them killing Mad, 
The very Idea! That all their Church Affil
iation, their learning from the' learned 
Rabbis, their Sabbath School perfect record 
Ribbons, their Seminary graduation Degrees, 
all this was for "NOTHING!?" and less than 
NOTHING!? That they were to even "BEWARE" 
of that very Thing! "Beware of the LEAVEN 
of the PHARISEES," And He chose’FISHERMEN, 
men TOO HONEST to administer the Hypocrisy 
of the TRADITIONS that made the Word of God 
of non-effect. Yet NOTHING that the JEWISH 
LEADERS did was even a match to the present 
DRUG & DOPE-PEDDLING going on right in the 
precincts of the present Temple! Coming 
with Blood on their hands - expecting to 
hear: "Well done, thouL good and faithful 
Servant." Of this JARNES has NOTHING to say. 
All that Crew needs is to "Pray" and "Come 
to the Sanctuary" - to the Adventist Mini
stration, to be Saved. When the Truth is 
the very Opposite. But do you expect a man 
who has been fligb-Pyieat for over 20 years, 
so that they could send Spy after Spy, and 
the very Top Brass of the Church coine and 
sit in on what he was Teaching - and give 
him their hearty O.K. - you expect that' 
High-Priest of theirs to all at once turn 
and Teach son© Truth - ? His great Jangling 
over the breathless Subject of whether or 
not Sins will be Blotted out of your MEMCRY- 
you know - when it comes, it will come. And 
if you happened to believe WRONG'on that 
Side-Issue - what real difference would it 
make? Or is this Satan’s attempt to make a
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0—0—0—0—0—0 r-

“Those who receive the SEAL of the liv*-.. 
ing God and are PROTECTED ip the Time, 
of Trouble must reflect the. innage'of 
Jesus fully. I saw that MANY were...

6- ^219. THE LETTER. ‘ " " " 
I believe this is sufficient reply to the 
closing Question in the LETTER: “Perhaps 
you can explain to me what the PREPARATION 
is that the people must have‘in order to 
Stand, in the Time of Trouble,” 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o STAND -! 
“PREPARATION FOR THE END 
"...the Lord showed me* that a great work 
must be done for His people BEFORE they 
could STAND in the BATTLE IN TEE DAY of the 
Lord. I was pointed to those who" CLAIM to 
be ADVENTISTS, but who Reject (the"reall) 
PRESENT 'TRUTH, and saw that they were"crvm>* 
bling... AND NCW when the Truth is presented 
to them by the Lord’s Messengers, 
O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 —O —O—O —O —O—O—O— O—O—O —O—O 
This would be from their High-Priests or 
Seminary Graduates - ? What a Joke! It is" 
BECAUSE of them that they had REJECTED the 
True Present Truth Message! "MANY will stand’ 
in our Pulpits (JARNES PROVES H IN HIS BOOK! 
BRAGGING HOW MANY BIG-WIGS AKE UN HIS SIDE! 
“THE SANCTUARY RESTORED""- Peter C, Jarnes. ' 
using word for word expressions of 'BRINSMEAD, 
who is stepping aside to’reveal who REALLY 
was behind his Doctrines." ^f.oo from 
FRED’C. METZ, DDS,"MD,* 1666 South University 
Blvd. DENVER, Colorado. 80210.) "HANY'will 
STAND (this is the wrong STAND!) stand HI 
our Pulpits with the Torch of "FALSE PROPHECY 
in' their hands,’ kindled ‘from the Hellish *" 
Torch of SATAN!" TM 409. "In the' last■ solemn 
work FEW GREAT MEN.will’be engaged... He 
cannot use them!" T5:8O, 
o—o—o—b—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—b—o—o**o 
The very Fact that JARNES can prove that he * 
has been Teaching according to the"Tradition, 
and has a solid'Phalanx of the Leading R8H 
PHARISEES (13:I93.) behiiB him -'IROVES that 
THIS is NOT the Massage! "The men who have 
spent long terms in the Study of Books ARE 
NOT revealing in their lives that earnest 
Ministry which is essential fo'fr this Last 
Time.'THEY DO NOT BEAR a simple, straight
forward TESTIMONY..*. The prayerful, earnest 
appeals that come from the Heart of a whole- 
souled MSSSENGER will create convictions. 
It will NOT neM the LEARNED meh to do this* 
NL 96. SM 2:153. “Qualified rather by the 
Unction- of His Spirit than by the'.TRAINING 
of LITERARY INSTITUTIONS." GC 606.Ev.700. • 
0—0—O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O—0—0—0—0—O—O—O—O—0—0 _____ _ ____ __________________ _   _ 
"THOUSANDS upon THOUSANDS will'll s.ten who* have in the last few pages of his Classic -• 
have NEVER heard words like'these'," GC 606. 
So all of JARNES «s "IROCF" that"the Great ’ 
men, the Mighty men,* of the Lukewarm Laodi
cean Church have approved his "Massage" -

PROVES beyond the Shadow of a Douht 
that this is NOT the LAST “MESSAGES- but 
is the COUPHWEIT of GC 464 for’471 
shows what they will be Teaching! “NO 
STRIVING... FAITH, ahd FAITH ONLY...it. 
is PRESUMPTION!" GC 472 . "COME OUT FROM’ 
AMONG THEM, and be ye SEPARATE." GC 475. 
o—b—o—o—o—o— o—b—o—b—o—o—o—b— o—o—o—o—o—o 
“We may go (present 1884 Tense!’) to "Jesus 
and be CLEANSED, and STAND before the ’ 
LAN without Shame or Remorse." GC 477.' 
o—0—0—0—0— 0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
And the’Jangling of the “AWAKENERS" a- 
bout the “SPIRIT" being WITHHELD NCW so 
it can be* given**"IN FULLEST MEASURE" in

• their fabricated "CLEANSING" — this is 
what GC 477 says in 1884’:
"The Father gave His Spirit WITHOUT 
MEASURE “to Hi's Son, and ’we also may “ 
(in 1884!) partake of its FULNESS." 477.

WHAT SPIR.IT?
"The spirit of OPPOSITION to REPROOF,” 
that led to"the persecution & imprisonm
nent of Jeremiah^ exists to-day, Many 
refuse to heed repeated Warnings, prefer
ring father to LISTEN (Read JARNES book 
79-87!) to False Teachers who FLATTER 
their “VANITY’and OVERLOOK their EVIL-* 
DOING. In the Day of Trouble such’ will" 
have no sure Refuge, no Help from Heafreh?! 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o PK 437.

IN THE BATTLE IN THE DAY CF
- THE LORD. EW 69. ’ " 

“And now ^Hen the Truth is presented to 
them by*the Lord’s MESSENGERS, they are 
prepared (to do what the leading SDA 
Theologians such as JARNES have been *~ 
telling* the Church NOT to do!) they are 
prepared to LISTEN, and SEE its beauty 
and harmony, and to LEAVE their former 
associates and Errors, El£RAGE~the pre
cious Truth* and STAND where* they* oenr 
define their Position," EW 69.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0j—0—0—0—0—b—0—0—0—0—0 
THIS is the “PREPARATION" for"the End! 
And those last 3 Words are the hardest 
of all to Understand. "DEFINE" - "MARK 
THE BOUNDARIES OF...Instead of a > 7 
great Sea-Saw Maggie-daw about WHAT the 
"REFRESHING" or "BLOTTING OUT" will do- 
and all this Theological Jargon about 
THEN to first "REFLECT THE IMAGE* OF ' • 
JESUS FULLY" as JARNES would have it

SPIR.IT


MU

IMMMNMfl

7- ■*219. JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH IN JAKNESI
O—O—0*^—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O—O—O—O 
Is this not the effect of the “AHAKENERS*"’ 
teachings - ? Is this not exactly what*they 
are doing - ? You say we are looking for a 
“Fight?* No - THEY are looking Tor a*FIGHT 
in “The Battle in the Day of the’Lord. ” ~We 
did not' Open our Gone bn THEM - J THEY open
ed their Guns on US - ! On YOU and YOU and 
YOU - 1 Did you but know it J For YOU daim" 
to go by the Testimonies"- and these people 
Attack YOU as well as the Testimonies!
They give you the COUNTERFEIT “Reformation” 
and if you accept THAT - and find it is so 
“NICE* you cannot bring yourself to say 
ANYTHING AGAINST IT and will not TOLERATE 
anything AGAINST IT - why you are an UN
BELIEVER in the TESTIMONIES OF* THE LORD! 
And it will be just too Bad for YOU -‘if 
you have to “WAIT ABOUT* with that Crew 
for the Time of Trouble to find it out! 
To find what out - ? To find this out:
O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O 
“I saw that MANY were neglecting the PRE
PARATION so needful and were looking (and 
■WAITING ABOUT’*) to the Time of “REFRESH
ING* and the “LATTER RAIN* to FIT them'to 
STAND in the Day of the Lord and to live' in 
His sight; CH, HOW MANY I saw in the Time_ 
of Trouble without a Shelter! They had ne
glected the needful PREPARATION; therefore 
they COULD NOT RECEIVE the REFRESHING;.. "" 
Those who REFUSE to be hewed by the Prophets 
and FAIL TO PURIFY their SbuLs in obeying" 
the WHOLE TRUTH, and who are willing to be
lieve that their Condition is FAR BETTER 
than it really is...
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Has this not been our Warning CONSTANTLY??? 
Is this not*why we ATTACK the'“I AM SAVED* 
Doctrines or anything trying to slip in un
der the same Guise? Such as *1 AJA SINLESS.* 
It is all “HOLY FLESH* to us!" It is all" 
opposed by the Testimonies even if we are 
the ONLY ONES who dare say so! It still is 
a Fact! And we were NOT “looking for Trouble* 
when we ATTACKED that Doctrine! When we were 
working for the Conference'as “COLPORTEUR-’ 

iEVANGELISTS* to Canvass during the Week and 
Preach in our Churches on the Sabbath - and 
help Ministers hold Efforts - we were CP 
ON as we ATTACKED the “I AM SAVED* philoso
phies of the “HOLY-ROLLER* “TENNESSEE HILL
BILLY HOOSIER. HOT-SHOT REVIVAL FIRE” with 
“I AM SAVED* as their main INTOXICANT f Now 
you Think I am going to stanl by and let 
ADVENTIST arid REFORM THEOLOGIANS GET AWAY

. WITH THAT ONE - I??? NOT ON YOUR LIFE!!!

And you can Talk until you are Blue in 
the Face about-us-being the ones ^LOOK
ING FOR TROUBLE” - but we slap that Red 
Herring right back in your Face and we 
say YOU are the ones that have the NERVE 
OF THE DEVIL to try to bring that smelly 
Thing into the Camp of Israel and asking 
all to see how' Sweet it Smells! Something 
Wrong with your Smeller - and you had 
better find out what it is!
o—o—o—0—0—o—b—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
If all you are Interested in is a Big 
Following, which is transparently obvious 
in the * Doctrines of this “AWAKEN
ING” School - then of course by all means 
DO' NOT STAND for the Testimonies - for 
they DO NOT STAND for that'Theological 

now being foisted bn an ig
norant and a gullible people! And THEY 
are the ones that STARTED it when they 
hauled that thing into the Camp! It was 
NOT PHINEHAS, the son of ELEAZAR, the 
HIGH-PRIEST that was LOOKING for TROUBLE, 
it was the FORNICATORS and their LOOSE 
WOKEN coming into the Camp that caused* 
the Fall of the Church‘at that Time and 
Old Balaam rides again! We are not going 
to Line up tte Drums for him - we are 
going to Sharpen a few Javelins!

“LONELY ARE THE BRAVE.” Samuel " ‘
Pearlstien. 

“The difference between HERESY & PROPHECY 
is often one of Sequence. HERESY often 
turns* out to have been PROPHECY' - when 
properly Aged.” .(SeleOt&U)

RESPECT?
“Blessed is that man that maketh the 
Lord his trust, and RESPECTETH NOT the 
Proud, nor such as turn aside‘to LIES.” 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o Ps.40J4» 
"..;who are willing to believe that their 
condition is FAR BETTER than it really is 
is, will come up to the Time of the Fall
ing of the Plagues, and then See that 
they NEEDED to be hewed and squared for 
the building. But there will he no Time 
then to do it and no MEDIATOR... I saw 
that NONE could share the "REFRESHING” 
unless they obtain the VICTORY (so is 
it Christ “ALONE” - ? He “does it all?” 
That is the Song of Babylon! Nbw import
ed into the Camp of the Saints. Either 
the Saints have get but - or that 
Doctrine has to get out!) I saw that 
NONE could share the “REFRESHING* unless 
they‘obtain the Victory over EVERY be- 
setment (this does away with the “AWAKEN
ING* main Thrust - right there - I)
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- the Church unites with the World, 
-’the Straight Testimony to the

Doctrine on an unuspecting people than 
this! And yet you say we should not 
"find Fault!" we should go along with ” 
the "Brethren" * these are your "Brethren" 
- ??? That would get you to Coast along, 
make no Effort - Christ will "do it all" 

the World, and' over EVERY wrong word’ &’ action, this is 
We should, therefore, be drawing nearer and 
nearer to the Lord and be earnestly seeking 
THAT PREPARATION NECESSARY to enable us to* 
STAND in the BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD." 
o—o—o—o—<>*o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o EW 71. 
"I saw that God has HONEST children” among 
the nominal ADVENTISTS and the fallen" Churches MIGHT have made 
- and BEFORE the Plagues shall be poured out, 
Ministers and people will be called OUT from 
these CHURCHES and will GLADLY receive"the 
Truth. SATAN K1O7S THIS; and BEFORE the LOUD 
CRY of the Third Angel is given, he raises 
an EXCITEMENT in these religious bodies, 
that those who have rejected the Truth may 
THINK that God is with them. He hopes to 
deceive the HONEST and lead them to THINK 
that God is still working for the Churches. 
BUT THE LIGHT WILL SHINE, and all who- are’ 
HONEST will LEAVE the fallen Churches, and" 
take their STAND with the REMNANT." EW 261. 

INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES?
"I saw a LITTLE COMPANY traveling a narrow 
Pathway. All seemed to be firmly UNITED by 
THE TRUTH. This LITTLE COMPANY' looked care
worn, as if they had passed through*-severe 
Trials and'Conflicts." (must have been FIGHT- 
ERS.’) EW 263. 
MOVE (l‘ 
MOVE (2 
LaodicOans. EW 270. 
MOVE (3) < ---
MOVE (4) * they are given over to possession 
by Ebil Angels because they make NO EFFORT' 
to get out of the DARKNESS they are' in.270. 
MOVE (5) - the' SEALING of those only vho 
"SHOW my people ALL their ABOMINATIONS."271. 
MOVE (6) - these give the "LOUD CRY!" This ’ 
is the "LATTER RAIN1’ or "REFRESHING."EW 271. 

"THIS GREAT CHANGE." ' 
BRINSMEAD obtained from JARNES the Idea * 
and JARNES has really been hitting thi's DRUM 
lately(See "THE SANCTUARY RESTORED" 40,59.) 
that the "REFRESHING" ’brings a "GREAT CHANGE" 
in the "CHARACTER" - { And they point to EW 
271 for authority for this "GREAT CHANGE’" 
(IN CHARACTER!) 
Why don’t you look it up - ?
Why don’t you see for yourself - ?
If you ever saw any DELIBERATE' SKULDUGGERY- 
THIS IS IT - ! Never have we seen a more 
Raw Example of trying to foist a Deceptive

1 a Revival of the "WHITE ROBE 
FANATICS" and the “NO-WORKS" School. 
Just "WAIT ABOUT"’ for the Miracle of a 
Character to be draped about you like 
a Garment, Arbitrarily, from the OUTSIDE! 
Christ will “do it all!" Well, you have 
a long wait coming. In the which you 

a Day by Day attempt to 
BUILD a CHARACTER and the "GREAT CHANGE" 
that comes in EW 271 is NOT a CHANGE In 
CHARACTER - but merely a CHANGE in the ' 
MESSAGE going forth. EW 270 when it went 
TO (not FROM!) the Laodiceans - it was 
the same as 1838. "The NUMBERS of this 
Company" were little enough to start 
with, but they SYMPATHIZED with the poor 
mistreated LAODICEANS and went over on 
their side following the Leadership of 
the BRINS LEADS and the JARNES’s and the 
DURSTS and the HIEBERTS and an Army of 
others who ONCE’ gave the STRAIGHT TESTI
MONY to the Laodiceans, but this woik 
is made to appear more Odious as Time 
goes on so the True Remnant appear about 
to Fall, but they do not Fall. God has 

His eye on His own. And as the SEALING 
OF ADVENTISTS comes to an END as shown 
in the top Paragraph of W 271 - which 
is the "Company" giving the Straight 
frbm-the-Shoulder Testimony TO the Luke
warm Laodiceans and all their ABOMINATIONS

- some FIGHT this straight Testimony. DRUGS and BILLY GRAHAM, and "I AM SAVED" 
and the whole Mess -
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—0—0 
This True Blue Company gets LESS & LESS. 
To get this Straight - read the FOOTNOTES 
as found in TI:I82 and the Star takes 
you down to show you WHO is SHAKEN OUT! 
They are SHAKEN OUT’of the Company and 
go BACK to LAODICEA’ via JARNES & the 
COUNTERFEIT AWAKENING! Shaken OUT of”the 
TRUTH’ OUT of the MESSAGE’ OUT of the 
Straight TESTIMONY! OUT of the SEALING! 
And THEN there is a "GREAT CHANGE’" 
A CHANGE in WHAT - ? ’ .
IN CHARACTER - ? Don’t be Ridiculous! 
The CHARACTER was CHANGED BEFORE they 
gave that Straight Testimony and is WHY 
they gave that Straight Testimony! The 
only "CHANGE"shown in the bottom of EW 
271 (TI:I83) is a CHANGE in TAKING HOLD 
OF THE MESSAGE - as OTHERS come in!271. This "CHANGE"is due any Time! now!

8- «2I9. NOT RESPECT - BUT JAVELINS NEEDED!
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0

WHICH COMES FIRST - 77?
" I saw that NONE could share' the ’ "REFRESHING" 
unless they obtain the Victory over EVERY 
be setmerit, over pride, selfishness", "love of



?

now living will never,Die!11 “I expect" to see 
Millions saved as a result of the Third 
Angel’s Message!11

FQLLCfi'ING THE MILLENIUM DAWN 
MOVEMENT.

Then Daniells took up wiih another of their 
famous Thesis: "ARMAGEDDON." This really 
rang a Bell in the 1915 Era* "ARMAGEDDON11 
was ever just around that elusive Corner’- 
just like now they have the "Latter~Rain.H 
“The Way of the East11 was being “Prepared*" 
And so for “Protection" they rushed into the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church', And when this 
Bogey-man did not materialize • they rushed 
out again and the Preachers hollered after 
them: “Defectors from the Faith!" Then they 
changed this “ARMAGEDDON* idea" 5 Times since 
1915* Search the Testimonies from Beginning 
to End for all this Noise about “ARMAGEDDON* 
and what do you find? Next to Nothing!

Picture. There'is no Battle among 
the Nations during the Seven Last 

Plagues. Not a word that we can find. 
The Testimonies make a Distinction - 
a Distinction we have never heard of be
fore from any Source - a Distinction be- 
tween the BABYLON 6t"Rev.I7<GC 382) and 
the BABYLON of Rev.14(GO 383) and" the ' 
BABYLON- of Rev.IS.fThe 1888 GO 383 said 
“Furthermore, in the 18th. chapter of 
the Revelations, IN A MESSAGE WHICH IS 
YET FUTURE,*) (1884 GC 232: “It CANNOT ' ‘ 
be the Romish Church which is here meant.1’ 
“for that Church has been in a fallen 
condition for many Centuries,*)

This AMERICAN BABYLON has “ALL Nations 
drunk11 with her Wine “and the KINGS of 
the Earth" - “and the MERCHANTS'of the_ 
Earth," And they all "bewail her, and 
lament for her,* when they shall see the 
Smoke of her Burning," Rev.I8:3,9.
No War there. They had UNITED !'In a great 
Ecumenical-Political World-Wide Union.' 
So that if you did not join - you could 
not Buy or Sell. The only Fight they had 
was with one Class - the Sealed Saints 
of God!

We wonder what all the ...’s in TM 
stand for. But we have enough to know 
that she plainly said more Light on 
Daniel and Revelation is to come* That" ’ 
this would bring about a great "Revival." 
T$fl II2-3. "When the book's of Daniel and 
Revelation are BETTER understood.for 
the words are closed up and sealed till 

following Judge Rutherford’s lead in "Millions the Time of the End*i..the Wise shall 
Understand,..and the ABOMINATION that 
maketh desolate set up...till the end be, 
...at"the end of the days,“...These 
matters are of infinite importance'in 
these Last Days...carries us forward to 
the Last Scehes of this earth’s History. 
...Read Revelation in connection with 
Daniel. Teach these things." TM II5.

“Those who eat the fledh and drink 
the blood of the Son of God WILL bring 
from the books of Daniel & Revelation ‘ 
truth that is inspired by the Holy Spirit. 
They-will-start-into-action forces that 
cannot be repressed...As we near the 
End...A MESSAGE that will AROUSE the 
Churches.. .Our-owi>»people-need-to-have 
the Light placed before THEM in CLEARER 
lines...As we near the Close of Time... 
the Wstery of Iniquity that figures so 
largely in the winding up of "this earth’s 
History." TM II6-II8. RH A3:438,492

9-^219. BULLETIN BOARD. April 29, 1969. ARMAGEDDON.
“ARMAGEDDON* - “BLOTTING OUT" - "3 DAYS-3 NIGHTS" There is no ARMAGEDDON such as they 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o 
Adventists seem to be ready to fall
for Side-Issues that do not matter one way 
or the other. "

3 DAYS & 3 NIGHTS". ' 
Some "Offi-Shoots" will* go into"great Theolo
gical exertions and" work themselves into a 
great Sweat about "3 Days & 3 Nights." You 
know, that thing is Past. It'doesnH matter 
a Whoop if it was 3 Days & 40 Nights - the 
main thing is He did it! It is Past! He was 
also once a Babe, but He is a Babe no more! 
So why get so Sentimental about the '"Holy*' 
Mother & Child" - as ihe Heathen do. Since 
Nimrod! That is Past! Let it be "Finished!" 
Christ is not a Babe! He is a Man, a High- 
Priest, in a Temple - in Heaven! ’’Follow* 
Me!" Do not lodge among the Tombs, not from 
the Cradle to the Grave! For-get the 3 Days 
and 3 Nights - He is not there! He is Alive! 
We worship a Living Saviour in the Most Holy 
Place in the Sanctuary in Heaven!

While we are wrestl ring with "3 Days & 
3 Nights" we are taking up Time, Space, 
Enetgy, Money - that could be put to much 
better Use dealing with PRESENT Truth! Not 
2,000 yr. COLd “Truth!" Let the Popular 
Churches worry about that one. 

ARMAGEDDON.
And now another Side-Issue that Adventists 
got'themselves Tangled up with, under the 
Leadership of Old Daniells - just' as soon 
as ever Sr. White’s grave was Cold in 1915* 

Daniells took"this Denomination into 
DRUGS, into Accrediting of the AMA, into



Midnight

about is BEFORE both ARMAGEDDON and"BEFORE 
the MIDNIGHT'CRY| For the Door of Probation 
is closed for Adventists before both!

BRINS® AD. . ...................... '~
Following the Pattern of Laodiceans before 
him, getting excited"about things that do 
not matter. Brinsmead has as his great Testa
something that is no Test at all! His Books, 
that no one seems* to find any "Fault" with, 

. come to a great crashing Finale with your

Yet it'seems NOT ONE has Written and 
pointed thi s•out:)

ALL RESPOND! '
The Foolish Virgins respond even MORE 
energetically than" the Wise Virgins! For 
they “ALL slumbered and slept. And at 

...Then ALL those Virgins AROSE, 
and trimmed their Lamps. And the Foolish 
said unto the Wise, Give us of your Oil.tt 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o Matt,25 *5,7*.
And the~Foolish~respond to such an extent 
that they hurriedly go to the Maiket-Hace 
to “Buy*1 - they seek the Lord from Sea 
to Sea. “But they shall not find Him, He

not try to Save.u 
JARNES, '

Now James* beats the Laodicean Drums 
for another “TOO LATE" Doctrine. A great 
How-de-do about “Blotting out11 of Sins 
from what? From the Record Books in 
Heaven - or from the Records of the Mind? 
Before Brinsmead & James came along - 
no one knew anything about any "Records"* 
kept in the Mind! All this is found under 
Freudian Psychology and the “UNCONSCIOUS” 

or ’’SUBCONSCIOUS” of ROSICRUCIAN OCCULT
ISM! "..soon none, but a Fool, will want 
to deny, (these “undeniable FACTS” about 
the "subconscious mind” - "we are keeping' 
the complete Record our selves.") ADA 9,10.

This from the man who "never Offends." 
No, not if you are Fool enough to believe 

him!

10- -219. BULLETIN BOARD.
Sr. White plainly said she did hot have the 
Light - for the Time was not "yet. The Li^it 
would be "SEALED UP” till the End be. 

ARMAGEDDON.
What we started out to say about ARMAGEDDON 
was simply this: What difference does it 
make? Are you, as an Adventist - getting 
yourself all braced _ because of what YOU 
will do or not do - in the Time of Armaged
don?' You will do NOTHING then but Obey the 
Power that has Control of you. - which will 
be determined by the SEALING. BEFORE the 7 
Last Plagues. ARMAGEDDON is in the 6th• 
Plague. Dramatic Events - but NOTHING changes hath withdrawn Himself * ‘ 
then. It is all past. It is too late. So why 
get excited about ARMAGEDDON, thy hot get 
excited about something worth-while? It is 
called: “THE PREPARATION.” And* that is ALL* 
that really matters. You either have Oil or 
you don’t. And Oil is not obtained at the 
last Mnute, even if* James & Brinsmead say 
it is. "OIL...represents CHARACTER.«TM 234. 
The Foolish Virgins “wait about” for the 
too late Hour to obtain “OIL” - "CHARACTER."

. from them."
The Foolish Virgins do EVERYTHING 

that Brinsmead says they DO NOT DOj They 
RESPOND! They go to “Buy!” But it is all 
TOO LATE! Brinsmead is the Leader of the 
very Foolish Virgins! Telling them to 
“Respond” in the Midnight Hour when the 
very Heart and Soul of that Parable is to 
VJARN-AGAINST-THAT-VERY-THINGI Now just * 
because no one else*has pointed 

“TOO LATE for the soul’s need to be supplied1! this out - do not write your Insulting 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o COL 412(421) letters telling us we “KNOW-IT-ALL” - 
And certainly ARMAGEDDON is much LATER th*ah ** you really had to know VERY.' LITTLE if you 
that! What we need desperately to be concerned did hot Spot THAT ONE the first time 

round! So just because you went to Sleep' 
dreaming of how you would - Yes! Indeedyl 
You would be*SURE to "ReBpoad” - and then 
had to be Rudely Awakened as a result of 
that SLEEPING PILL - and only show ANGER 
at the Wonder that the Lord bothers with 
you"at all! But should have let*you" 
sleep on! Next time He Because 
you do not now Arouse and try to warn 
others, but let them Sleep on also.

“Response” in the Midnight Hour will allegedly "And will be’Lost with those they did 
"Determine your Destihy.” If you "Respond”- 
you obtain the alleged “Seal of God.” If you 
“Fail to respond" you allegedly obtain'the 
“Mark of the Beast." All cut and dried.
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—b—o—o 
This is a New one, indeed! Of all the dif
ferent ways to receive the "Marie of the 
Beast" - this is the Simplest of all! So 
brace yourself, Adventist! Be sure to “Re
spond." The only trouble is- again, this 
is AFTER Probation is Closed! TOO LATE! 

NO OIL.’
The whole Intent & Purpose of the Ten Virgin 
Parable is to Teach that Oil CANNOT be ob
tained in the Midnight Hour! And besides 
that - this Parable plainly teaches, as 
every Adventist ought to Know (and NOT 'ONE 
of them ought to be led astray on that one!



yrs* old? Could not entire YEARS be blotted

Process? And this only took place 20 or 
50 years ago - yet you FORGOT it so 
quickly| Just how much will you REMBER 
of this Life AFTER being in Heaven for 
1,000 years? I believe that’s one very 
Important Reason the Wicked will be 
raised - to REPOD us of what we Escaped 
11 as by Fire." So we will appreciate “Bliss 
more. I think the Han is Wonderful. We 
need to be Reminded. But the “Blotting 
outf* of the RECORDS in the BOOKS up" in 
Heaven -'is done so no one'else need be 
Reminded. A good Reason for the “Blotting 
out," Of the Books• Of the Records. So 
your Name is Clear. But I think we can 
find enough Statements to show that we 
will not be unappreciative of the Fact 
that it took all that God could do, and 
the Sacrifice of the Life of His Son, 
and all the Angels in Heaven prilling'for 
us, with all the' Irhabitants of other 
Worlds, the Power of the Holy Spirit," 
none of which would have done any Good 
without our own Will and Effort thrown" 
into the Battle - and after all this we 
are just going to “Forget“ all about it 
and become some Kind of Brainless Zonibies? 
We will leave the Drug-Lovers to fall 
for that one.
O*>O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
Do you"mean to say our Salvation is' 
dependent on what we Believe will or may 
happen AFTER Probation is Closed? That

II- $219. “PURIFICATION"-“CIEANSING." ' 
The word^Subconscious” does not appear in 
either the Old INDEX nor the New one. It is 
a Term that could be foreign to'the Testi
monies ."So if something is going to'be 
“Blotted" from the alleged “Subconscious"** 
which “Subconscious" - Freud’s or James’s? 

WHEN-???' ' ” "
And just WHEN is this alleged "Miracle" to 
take place? In the “SEALING?" dr AFTER the - 
“SEALING?" Well, then - in that Case - why 
write ©0,000.00 Books on this TOO LATE 
Doctrine?" The' same as ARMAGEDDOK - just' what 
difference does it make if we understand or 
fail to understand all the Ins and Outs of “ 
what is allegedly to take'place at that Time? 
Or does our Salvation depend on vhat SOLE 
ONE ELSE will do at that Time??? For this is 
surely none of our doing, it is the "Lord" 
by a “Miracle" that reaches Inland turns a 
Switch in ytur Mind so you ddvelop Amnesia 
and cannot Remember what you did"Yesterday 
or the day before! If that is the Case - I 
wonder why we went through this Life *• if 
we are to Forget all about it anyv/ay??? 

" WHY - ??? '
The term:’“Forgetting" could be a quite flex
ible Term. Many terms in the Bible dare not 
be Liifcalized, or else the Hills will be 
Dancing, and the Flowers be Singing. And some 
might go around with their Ear to the Ground 
really imagining it.

■» EXAMPLE.
You could find a Verse in the Bible that' says: such a great and mi^ity Issue must be 
“The Wicked shall go into Hell." And some one 
could rightly come along and say: "That may 
not be’ so!" And 99 out of 100 will say he is 
Wrong, Off-the-Beay, does not know what he 
is Talking about. But I in 100 will say: " 
"I know what he means. He means the Wicked 
can Repent and~then"they will NOT ' go Into 
Hell." 'And then the Philosopher'could come 
along and say: “Ah! Yes! But in that’case 
he is no longer Wicked!" And he would be Not the God that we know about!'So •vhile 
partly Ri^ht, and partly Wrong . For the man " ’ they are Jangling about their great_in- 
we are looking at - < 
Now that man is Wicked today and he is told 
he will go' into Hell because He is Wicked.
But Tommorrow he changes, repents, arid is 
Saved at last. So he WAS indeed Wicked~- 
but he DOES NOT go into Hell ."Arid so we 
conclude by saying the Statement or the 
Verse is in CONDITIONAL Sense. 

FORGETTING.
And so with “Forgetting" the Rast. Do yoU 
Remember ANYTHING you did'vhen you were 3

made of this “BLOTTING OUT* Business? : 
Or is this a deliberate and sly attempt 
by Satan ±p. get" our eyes off PRESENT 
TRUTH and attend to PRESENT DUTIES FSuch 
as getting rid of DRUGS! Which these 
Die-hard Laodicean^ will'NEVER do I And 
how much of that 430,000.oo was" just 
plain DRUG-MONEY? Living off the Avails. 
God will accept a Crippled Offering, ???

at this Moment, is Wicked, sight into the Future and the AMNESIA"' 
they are looking for - we will consider 
what we must do Today so that our SINS 
may be "BLOTTED OUT" when the Times of " 
Refrediing comes. For it is Transparently 
obvious that NO SINS will be Blotted out 
of any Book or Record or Memory - unless 
first CONFESSED and .also PUT AW AY J This 
is the "Daily" that we do not want to 
deny. Live one day at a Time and let 
Tommorrow take care of itself. Sufficient 
unto the Day is the Evil thereof •“ Let 

from your Memory - ? And is that not a NATURAL us not worry about after Probation Events,



Sense explanation for everything.
WILL WE FORGET - ??????????

EW 17 takes this up. The SEALING is Past. 
The REFRESHING is Past. The BLOTTING OUT is 
Past. We all mardhed into the City and felt 
we had a perfect right there. We all went 
under a Tree and sat down to look at the 
Glory of the place, when Brethren Fitch and 
Stockman "...came up to us and askecTus what 
we had passed through ^iile they were Sleep-

(but they were all Blotted from the Mind - 
is that what it says????? No, it says J) 
but they looked so small CO1APAPED with the 
far more exceeding and eternal weight' of 
GLORY that surrounded us that we could not 
speak them out....11 EW 17.
O—O—O—0—0—O—0—0— O—O—O—0—0— O—0—0—0—O—0—o— o— o 
BLOTTING OUT - ? Why worry and fret and make 
a “Test*1 over something that is NO TEST AT 
ALL! Will I be Lost if I do not believe that 
Sins will be BLOTTED OUT of rn&~Mind? However, 
if the question is so all Fired-Important, 
that we have to dig something like that up 
to show how Smart we are - or to obtain a 
Following, then let the Saints of’God be" 
just as Smart to Reply to that one according 
to EW 102. For those who are Honest and want 
to know the Truth. The “Blotting out"'has 
taken place since 1844! And soon, none know 
how soon - it will turn to the Living.

12- -219. BLOTTING OUT - ??? BLOTTING OUT.
When the Adventist is fed this Ration * Yojir own Study will reveal that the Judg-
this “Blotting out* Story - somehow it seems ment Scene of the 4 & 20 Elders and all - 
Familiar to him, did he not hear this before?(the Court Scene in Heaven)- revolves around 
Some time in the distant Past - was it not 
Part of the Message we heard years ago - ? 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
Ah! To be sure! Satan is very Clever! This 
is a natural follow-up of the Laodicean 
Tradition that the Church will be “Purified.11 
Ah! Yes! They did not tell us HCM - but they 
did say over and over again that the Church 
would be “Purified!" So is this perhaps the 
PROCESS - the METHOD - the’ “CLEANSING" • 
just another Step in the development of a 
Tradition with no basis in Fact! 
o—o—o-o-o—o 
The Adventist has been looking for a Miracle, 
when God would "Force-change" the Church in 
the' "Latter Rain" - and all will be "Holy - 
every one!" It is easy for this people to 
go the next Step into the "CLEANSING"" and ’ 
the “BLOTTING OUT!" A delightful Doctrine, 
With not a speck of Sense to it. But, ’of 
course - Magic does not require Sense.
Only Truth does. There is’no Truth that is 
not based on Common-Sense. There is a Common- "The 5th. chapter'of Revelation needs to 

be closely studied. It is of great impor- 
tance to those who SHALL act a part in 
the work of God for these ’Last Days. THERE 
ARE SOME who are DECEIVED. THEY do hot' 
realize what is COMING on the Earth' 
"And I beheld when he had opened the 6th. 
o-o-o-o-o-o SEAL!" T9*267.
In the Days' of Noah the Flood was a Book- 
Mark. Beford that, to be Saved - you had 
to build an Ark, and get in to it. Some 

ing. We tried to call up our greatest Trials, WORKS! AFTER the Flood, the Rainbow of 
Promise said NOT to build an Ark. There 
was a different MESSAGE with each SHUT 
DOOR! The CROSS was a Book-Mark• 1844 was 
a Book-Mark, There are two left.

1844. '
The Book of Life was a great Document to 
contain all the Names of those who ever 
made a Profession.

~ "■ WHAT DOES BLOTTING OUT WEAN? 
There is ONE Name on ONE Page in that 
Book, If that Name is not fit to remain 
in that Book, that Page is lifted OUT and 
bound into another Book - for the 7th. 
SEAL - 1,000 year COURT! “And<mn he had 
opened the 7th. SEAL, there waf® silence 
in Heaven about the space of h^Lf an Hour1! 
Rev.8:1. As the Supreme Court Judge goes 
for His jury of 12. The 12 Tribes of Israel 
So the Book of Life gets smaller and 
smaller as the Court goes on.

a "Book" - sealed with 7 Seals. And one' 
Seal' at a time is Opened “aS the Judgment 
commences with Adam. GC 483. and goes 
progressively through the 7 different 
Dispensations or Periods or "Generations" 
until it “Closes with“the Living" Genera
tion. These 7 SEALS representing 7 PERIODS 
that could ONLY" have laken up SINCE' 
1844 - has never been explained in Church" 
or in Reform. Since they were all confused 
by the BORDE AU-URIAH-SMITH Fantasies', 
Derived, as FROOM rightly admits - from 
CATHOLIC TRADITION! SDA MINISTRY p.3O - 
o-o-o-o-o-o April, 1966.

7 JUDGMENT SCENES.
These 7 Periods involve 7 OPEN DOORS and 
7 SHUT DOORS. Clearly taken up in a'Book' 
that was “Verboten" for 25 years! ”We‘refer 
to “A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" “p.28. 
See GC 431,483. SM 1:63. EW 42-45,86. ‘ 
(For one missing closed Door see T9»97.) 

6th. SEAL!



13- J2I9. BLOTTING OUT - TRANSFERRED! 
As a Name is Rejected-, this is spoken of as 
"BLOTTED OUT" - GO 483. But is that Name * 
ACTUALLY "BLOTTED OUT" so that no one ever 
knows that Name again? Of course not!' No one 
has ever had any'difficulty understanding 
that Term before. We know the’Name comes up 
again in the 1,000 year Court. And neither 
the Name nor the Person is BLOTTED ’OUT as 
some world define the Term to mean. It is 
merely OUT - taken OUT - of the Book of Life 

IN THE SAME SENSE - ” ' *
In the same Sense, and in no other Sense - 
the SINS of the Righteous are "BLOTTED OUT" 
that is, the RECORD is REMOVED and PLACED " 
on the Head of the Scape-Goat! I think' there 
is no need to take the Subject any further 
than that. The arrangement is Wonderful • 
God’s people will be in Harmony with it. 
They will not try to Irest the Scriptures 
nor add to the PL an of Salvation, 
o-o-o-o-b-o SMOCK TREATMENT - ??? ' ‘ 
Nor spend $30,000.oo wasted on A Book 
written by a man who for 20 or 30 years did 
not know that to tell people to REMAIN in 
that Laodicean Church meant to be "SHEWN 
OUT!" He never taught T6:408 or there would 
not have been so many' ring* commendations 
for his "Wonderful Work." Given over-' to the 
Deceptions he has propogated for 20-30 years, and his "Experience." Was that of God or 

the Devil? We do not worship ’’Saints!4’ 
THE DISCIPLES.

"The Disciples...'The words vhich they 
NEEDED to Remember were banished from 
their Minds; and i^ien the Time of Trial 
came, it found them UNPREPARED... SATAN 
WATCHES to catch away every Impression 
that would make them WISE unto Salvation, 
and the Time of Trouble will find them 
UNREADY... THE MULTITUDES do not want 
Bible TRUTH... and SATAN SUPPLIES the 
DECEPTIONS which they LOVE....

BUT GOD WILL -
"But God will have a people... to learn 
their Duty FOR THEMSELVES... The TRUTH ‘ 
and the Glory of God are INSEPARABLE; it 
is IMPOSSIBLE for us, with the Bible' 
within our reach, to HONOR God by erron
eous" Opinions... "There is a way that 
seemeth right unto a man, but the End 
thereof"are the*ways of Death." IGNORANCE 
is no excuse for Error or Sin." GC 594-7. 
o-o-o-o-o-o SINCERE ?
"It is not enough to have good Intentions; 
it is not enough to do what a' man Thinks 
is Right, or what the Minister tells him 
is Right. His soul’s Salvation is at Stake, 
and he should search the Scriptures for

he seeks to the Occult for "SUBCONSCIOUS 
RECORDS" in the Mind - which must therefore 
be the "HOLY PLACE’" (As B has it.’) It is 
Time to recoil with Horror from the Fate 
awaiting us if we follow them one Step 
further. According to the Ten Virgin Parable 
there is NO LIGHT to come FROM a Church in 
MIDNIGHT DARKNESS. "The LIGHT which flames 
up for a time soon dies out, leaving thO' 
DARKNESS MORE DENSE than before.« GC 463.

RECORDS.
Once-upon-a-Time we believed in Recording 
Angels. They kept the Records.*Records of 
Sins. Records of sins Confessed". Sins UN
CONFESSED (Subconscious or otherwise!) - 
would mean the NAME together with the SINS - 
would be taken OUT! ONT of the Book!
0—0—0—0—0—0 SPIRITUAL LOBOTOMY"- ???
So the real Lesson to be learned from this 
is that two people may have much the same 
LIFE-RECORD - but one will be SAVED - the 
other LOST! And what made the Difference? 
CONFESSION! But not CONFESSION alone!

PRAYER’
The Prayer Wheels in the Buddhist'Monastery. 
The Prayer Beeds of the Catholics.
The Dial-a-Prayer of the Adventists, 
The Prayers of the Hell-Believers.

"They think they shall be heard for their 
much Speaking." But be ye not'as the 
Heathen are, or the Hiarisees. But seek 
the" Father in Spirit and in "TRUTH -"for 
He desires such to seek Him. And the TRUTH 
shall make you FREE of the Nets and Snares 
and Darkness of Satan.

IN THE MOST HOLY PLACE.
The ONLY Prayers and“the ONLY Confession 
acceptable since 1844 is "BY FAITH"“(This 

. is "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH.’") in the'Most
Holy Place ministration. All other Prayers 
are "USELESS!" W 261.
o-o—o-b-o-o
Get the False Doctrines OUT!
Get all the Error OUT!
So the Truth can come IN!
Sb FORGIVENESS can be Granted - and then 
we can Hope that the Record will be 
"Blotted out" or "Cleansed" or whatever. 
Respect NOT the Protfd nor such as turn 
aside to LIES! Ps. 40«4.~ 
"The TRUTH is - where the*CHURCH is!" 
"The CHURCH is - where the TRUTH is!" 
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—b 
FARNSWORTH - ' as for the Old Adventist
Saint that they are always holding out to 
us as an Example (I thought Christ was * 
our only Example?) - this Saint Farnsworth



lift

“BLOTTING OUT* - ACTS 3 :I9.I wonder how many, who have read this Book by JARNES - have looked up the Subject the way they should * ? 
o—o—o—o—o—o SHOCK-TREATMENT-AMNESIA??? I wonder how many SABBATH-SCHOOL MEMBERS even know HOW to look it up - or how ' many Times do you do this - ? I wonder why, in the Church I attended many Years ago - when the Subject of “SBSWlf OUT® came up - and all the Wrestling and Sea- Sewing that took place * why NOT ONE knew about or would mention T6:408 - ? Was the Lord sick when He gave Sr .White* that Vision? Or would some Church-Members be Sick if they BELIEVED that Vision?" Just what was the reason that we never heard about T6:408 listed in ANT Sabbath School Lesson Quarterly that we ever heard of - ? Yet it is in both INDEXES! And why does no one write in and day’ they APPRECIATE to KNOW about T6:408. So they do not face the Future with a" Laodicean Blind-Fold pulled over their Eyes. That they want to be HONEST and AWAKE - and not be Fooled by some Coi> Niving Preacher. Who is so anxious to get your Tithe and hold your Membership that all he can tell you about is:“Here are they that keep the Commandments of God and have the Faith of Jesus1! (When it is the ANGEL and not man - that is to say those words and point to those who belong to that -Class. Which may be those giving the Straight Testimony TO the Laodlceans. And T6:4OS is a pretty straight Testimony!) Of course if you up and mention T6:4O8 in your Church your “Influence* will drop to below Zero! And I wonder how many will forget to shake your hand that Day on the Way' out? Or be seen Talking to you? T6:408« A~really enlightening Testimony. Which certainly will never appear on the •PRESIDENT’S PAGE.* t6:408.
O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—0—0 What we are trying to say is that it is transparently obvious that the average Adventist knows nothing about how to Research. Since “SPSWN OUT® is found in Rev .3:16 - you turn to the first'Pdrt’ of the INDEX and you will find T6:4P8! And with* all the SHEIHERD’S ROD talk ‘ about the “WAVE-SHEAF* and “THAT GREATMULTITUDE* - you would have found this in DA 834. “...who shall come forth’from the Grave at"His Second Coming.* And that would settle that. Just that Simple.

14- ^219. FOLLOW THE “SINCERE® mHSTER? 
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 *...he should search the Scriptures FOR HIMSELF, However strong may be his Convictions, however confident he may be that THE MINISTER KNOWS what is Truth, this is NOT his Foundation. He has a CHART pointing out every Way* Mark on the Heavenward Journey, and he ought not to guess at anything.“It is the FIRST and HIGHEST duty^oF* every rational being to learn from the Scriptures what is TRUTH, and THEN to walk in " the Light, and encourage OTHERS to FOLLOW...•With Divins help, we are to form our * opinions FOR ourselves, as we are to answer FOR ourselves before God...LEARNED SDA BIBLE TEACHERS.»... by LEARNED men, who, with“a PRETENSE of great Wisdom, teach that the Scriptures have a mystical, a secret, spiritual" meaning not apparent in the language employed. These men are FALSE TEACHERS. It was th such a class that Jesus declared,“Ye know hot the Scriptures, neither the power of God.®;..Hl WE MAY KNOW OF THE DOCTRINE. “Christ has given the promise,*If any man will DO His will, he shall KNOT of the Doctrine... ONE reason wh» many Theolo'gians have no clearer understanding of God’s Word is, they dose their eyes to Truths which they DO NOT wish to PRACTISE.® GC 598-9.
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o —0—0
And, of course - another major reason is 
that they seek Honor of men, Christ des
cribed the PHARISEE who TRAYS In Public for 
to be seen of men. The Stricter the Mnistry 
of a Church is - the SMALLER that Church* 
will be. The LARGEST Church is most Liberal 
in what they will allow, that is* the way to 
build the Big Church - allow anything. That 
is why she is called a “HARLOT.* T8:250.
And the ’men who serve her for 20 dr 30 years 
with High Honors only proves one~thing - 
they never stood up for Principle in any
thing. They were “Time-Servers®* and still 
are. “Thy TESTIMONIES are my meditation.® 
“Through* Thy precepts I get UNDERSTANDINGi 
therefore I HATE every FALSE way.® GC 602. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
“The WISE shall* UNDERSTAND.* When they UNDER
STAND - they see the End" from the Beginning, 
they see Death at the End of the Road of 
Error. Therefore they cannot"be Silent"- 
Therefore they shew my people ALL their 
Abominations. And while the Harlots are 
calling for Love and Unity - God calls for 
SEPARATION and “HATE* for every False"Way. 
Thus we become Sons & Dau^iters of God.



stay them now, and they take their stand 
unflinchingly for the Truth! Why does 
not James deal in THAT - ! But after 
20 or 30 years slavishly beating the 
Drums for a “Spawn out“ Church - he is 
unable to grasp that it is the Holy 
Spirit that SEPARATES man from Church • 
“GO IE OUT TO MEET HIM™ This'is to take 
•place* this Reference says here - in 
the Time of “BLOTTING OUT”' and in the 
Times of “REFRESHING.” GC 612. 
o-o-o-o-o-o EW 71." 
Now the next Reference - EW 71.
I wish I could talk with the Voice"6f 
an Angel to describe this Reference.’ 
Which’-is describing that James Book!

WITHOUT THE HOLY SPIRIT.
‘{Tfei*! is how a man feels WITHOUT the 
Holy Spirit.) “This state of PERFECTION... 
this is the finishing of the mystery of 
God...the making of a complete end of 
Sins... The present Time being the Time 
... Ntf» we are in the Times of REFRESH
ING - the Time of the LATTER RAIN. And 
as certainly as that is so, we are also 
in the Time of the utter BLOTTING OUT of 
all Sins that have ever been against us. 
And the BLOTTING OUT of Sins is exactly 
this thing of the CLEANSING of the Sanc
tuary... it is the making an end of all 
Sins in our Character... In the confi
dence of this true Faith... let every 
soul who knows it spread abroad to all 
people and to the end of the world the 
glorious news... of the CLEANSING of the 
Sanctuary.“ JONES BOOK Chapt. XVI,XVII. 
“The Consecrated Way to Christian’PER- 
ACTION.“ BRINSMEAD BOOK I85-I9O.)

TEE TRUE UAx •
“PETER... was impulsive and self-confi
dent... Since his Fall he had been CON
VERTED. He was no longer PROUD & BOAST
FUL, but MODEST and SELF-DISTRUSTFUL. 
He was filled with the Holy Spirit.* ' 
o-o-o-6-o-o AA 59,62,63.

...FILLED WITH “THE’ HOLY OIOST. 
Much the same: SR 249-251. The Sins 
could not be “BLOTTED OUT" in the sense 
that some Interpret it - for how then 
can they be “PLACED on the head of the 
SCAPE-GOAT“ - ? This proves conclusively 
that they are merely “BLOTTED OUT* or 
TAKEN OUT - of the Books in Heaven! The 
RECORD BOOKS - the BOOK OF LIFE, or 
wherever they are kept. And the “REFRESH
ING*, what follows in it’s Train is

15- ^219. Rev.3*:l6. Front part of INDEX - 
you will find T6:408. “SHEWN OUT.* “ “' 
Under “WAVE-SHEAF” you will find DA 834* 
Most Preachers use this simple Method to 
look up a Text or a Subject * and you can 
do the same just as easy they can. 
o-o-o-o-o-o “BLOTTING OUT” - Acts 3:19. 
Now why don’t we turn from JARNES for'a 
moment and try this Method with Acts 3:I9 
and see what we can find"- ?
OLD INDEX: AA 57-60.“GC 485,612. SC 26', “EW 
71',86,271. TI1I83. T4*40. T8:IC3. T$:l5^-5, 
216.
NEW INDEX: SR 248-50. TM 67. Ev.702. EW‘279. 
(SR 402). PP 202. SC 23. SM 1:111,191-2. 
11:183,(111 62,) 619 (CD 33 .3TT 214). T8r • 
103. T9:I55 (CD 37. CH 128,3TT 355 ) 216,268. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—o—O—O—0—0 

BLOTTING OUT MEANS FORGIVENESS
“The Apostles spoke PLAINLY of the great Sin 
of the Jews in rejecting and putting to death 
the Prince of life; but they were careful 
not to drive their hearers to despair... 
“And now, Brethren. I wot that through ig
norance ye did it...“ He declared that the 
Holy Spirit was calling upon them to REPENT ~ 
and be CONVERTED, and ASSURED them that there 
was NO HOPE OF SALVATION EXCEPT (how would 
you re-act, as a Die-Hard-JEW if you were' 
told you had to LEAVE your Church in order 
to be Saved! Would you call that “LIGHT from 
Heaven?” Yet so it was! And could this be 
LIGHT also in this our Day? That Salvation 
is dependent on knowing what “SPEWN OUT* 
really means? Either GO OUT:in the MIDNIGHT 
CRY: “GO YE OUT to meet Him!” or be SHEWN 
OUT!)(This is Justification by Faith as' 
Luther Understood it. “NO CHURCH NEEDED ,') 
.. .there was NO HOHI OF SALVATION EXCEPT ' 
through the mercy of the One whom they had 
Crucified. ONLY THROUGH FAITH IH HIM could ' ~ ' clearly shown in GC 611-2. Both'Family 
their Sins be Forgiven. “REPENT ye therefore, and Church connections are powerless to" 
and be Converted,” he cried,” that your Sins 
may be BLOTTED OUT, when the Times of Re
freshing shall come...

“The Wrath of God is not declared against 
unrepentant sinners merely because of the 
Sins they have committed, but because, when 
called to REPENT, they CHOOSE TO CONTINUE 
in resistance, repeating the jSins of the ' 
past in ddflance of the LIGHT given them... 
by continued resistance, places himself 
'where the Holy Spirit CANNOT influence him. 
(Then follows how a man is when he is with
out the Holy Spirit, like JONES wrote in 
1893 and which was Published as/something 
Wonderful by the SDA Press in-1905 - and 
which is the Spear-Head of the. “ANAXENING.”
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iD-tr

16- "219. "NEGLECTING THE PREPARATION!"
ING," and the "LATTER RAIN" to FIT them... 
Oh,'how many I saw,., without'a Shelter!" 
Read - yes, read this for your Life! EW 71.

EW 193.
Again, the outpouring of the Spirit of God., 
acted as at Pentecost - it called on people

are NOT SAVED’" (A little while before’ 
with Billy Graham and HMS Richards they 
thought they WERE SAVED!) "TODAY you are 
to have your Vessel PURIFIED that it’ may 
be READY... that we may be FITTED for the 
Time of REFRESHING... FITTED for the 
Baptism." SM 1:191. "NO, just NO." 192.

A MASTER QUOTATION -

Way - the Doctrines that Procrastinate 
will seem so Marvelous for it is Absolu
tion for Sins while you KEEP your Sins! 
The Priest will Forgive you! The Church’ 
will allow you to continue. But what when 

___   the Day'comes that they Viail: "The Summer
to LEAVE the proud Old Church and the"Priests is Ended^- the Harvest is PAST - and we 
and Elders were "OPENLY ACCUSED by the Dis
ciples of being the MURDERERS of the Son of 
God... This is the Stofie vhichwas set at 
nought of you builders." EW 193. And Today 
that same Spirit of God will move on the 
Hearts of His Disciples to again "ACCUSE" 
those MURDERERS in control as they maim, 
injure, cripple - with POISONOUS DRUGS.’ MM 
139,222,229. This, too - is PART and pared 
of the Last Work of God on Earth. "GOD’S 
REMNANT PEOPLE - standing before the World 
as REFORMERS." PK 678. The Adventists have 
gone to great lengths to prove that they 
are no longer Despised. Therefore they can
not be the Remnant. "THE DESPISED REMNANT;., 
them that are ESCAPED of Israel’." T5:475-6.

LEFT OUT OF PK 583 -
(I WONDER WHY - ???) " "
"It was under the Leadership of these TWO 
KEN that the REMNANT of'Israel returned at' 
the close of the 70 yrs. captivity.’.. These 
men were TRUE LEADERS, and "the spirit of 
all the REMNANT of the' people" was largely 
INFLUENCED by the cheerful willingness with 
which they carried out the Lord^s commands." 
RH A5:387. Jan,16,1908. "They are to be Re
pairers of the Breach." PK 678,
O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O—0—0—0—0 
"THE GREAT CHANGE" is that "all fear of their 
Relatives is gone, and the Truth alone was 
exalted by them." EW 271, The "living'Testi
mony" and the "Refreshing" go together. 279. 
o-o-o-o-o-o EFFORT. ' o-o-o-o-o-o
The Awakeners are beating the Drums for Cid 
Drug-Shot Daniels and his "NO EFFORT" - COR 
16-20. GEP 24. "REPENT and be ye CONVERTED, 
that your Sins may be BLOTTED OUT...Heaven 
and Immortd Life are valuable Treasures 
that cannot be obtained WITHOUT AN EFFORT 
on your part... as Sinners you have STEFS' 
to take...take the STEPS necessary.UT’4« 40 • 
THIS IS THE LOUD CRY’ T9:I54-5. T8:IO3.
O-O-O-O-O-O
Even though the Leaders of the Church will 
seek to Control the Work and the Workers, 
pay no attention to them, no more"than the 
Disciples did. TM 67, Pay no attention to 
their "Special SEASONS of excitement." Ev. 
702. "THE PRESENT IS A FITTING UP TIME." 

SM I:III.

 t ??? PURIFIED IN THE REFRESHING?
and were looking to the Time of "REFRESH- ^or those too indolent to seek the Hard

just NOW.
!.’!

Once in a while a Reference shines with 
such Glory, it takes in ALL that we had 
to Search for - Point by Point; And this 
Reference has them all, TI:6I9. For the 
"NO EFFORT" people and "WAITING ABOUT.« 
Also those who want’ "FAITH WITHOUT WORKS." 
This Reference covers them all. TI:6I9. 
o—o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

MIDNIGHT CRY.
Several of these References tied together 
the "REFRESHING" and the »MIDNIGHT CRY1’ 
of "GO YE'OUT TO MEET HIM’" This one does 
that also, CH 128-8. It seems very fit
ting that the LAST Reference we look up 
has as its Theme: "OUT OF THE CITIES." 
o-o-o-o-o-o CH 268.
O-O-O-O-O-O-0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0—0—0—0—0 
"THE INTERLINER GREEK-ENGLISH NEW‘TESTA,. 
KENT with Lexicon & Synonyms - $5.95 
ZONDERVAN PUB. HOUSE, Grand Rapids, Mich.’, 
(by Courtesy of Ann DeMichael./ Acta 3:19. 
"Repent therefore and be converted, for 
the blotting out of your sins, so that 
may come times of refreshing from (the) 
presence of the Lord, and' (that) he may 
send him #10 was before proclaimed to you, 
Jesus Christ." Acts 3:19,20.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Another great Help in Research is a 
"REFERENCE PASSAGE BIBLE." You know “how 
you can look up -the Margin References - 
well, this is a Bible that has them right 
there for you. Very convenient. You can 
find in MINUTES what may take HOURS. By 
such means as this - we are not Fooled 
by some SEMINARIAN PROFESSORS OR GRADUATES. 
The Catholics also can prove how many 
YEARS they'have LEARNED, this fails to 
Impress us. "EVER LEARNING & NEVER ABIE." 
Study for yburself - it is your Soul that 
is at Stake. HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY, Box 
1270, Grand Forks, BC Canada.



now obtainable as a separate sheet front 
White Publications -'or p.29 of EGW-MR,” 
Ask for I846 Broadside of “First Vision.11 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—6—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
So here'we have NO FORCE - NO EMERGENCY"** 
but we do have “PESPONBE” and. we do have 
“PRAYER” and we dohave a “DESIRE FOR' 
RELIGION11 which the Voiceless Prophecy..
says is the'MIN REQUIREMENT - they have 
all this and the SIN AGAINST THE HOLY 
GHOST because of this very thing!

oin those
, and

■«**they AT ONCE received the unholy its-
flue nee of Satan.” LEFT OUT of EW 56

17-^19. BULLETIN BOARD.
O-o—o^.d-d-d-b-o-o-o-o-6-o-o-o’-o-d-o

We had to pause'for’a long tin® to"determine ijTw should add this to'this'Paper or' 
print it Separately. Finally “we decided that the I6~pages of this'Release did "not go" 
far enough to cover the Then® - as this'is the"Hardest* Thing to explain in this "World. 
Therefore it is fitting to' come right'dowi>to-eai,th and use a common Illustration to 
open our Eyes to the Truth, and so with that we go into the Subject of “LOVE.” 

LOVE AND ONTOLOGY - SDA.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 

would “do it all.” Hence the Warnings 
of Christ NOT to Pray"as the “HEATHEN” 
who think they will be heard for their'" 
much ’Speaking, nor as the PHARISEE -"for 
to be seen of meh - “Verily"! say unto" " 
you - they HAVE their Reward.” Even their 
“Prayers” "are an ”Abomination.”

Yet'let' a Preacher, any Preacher - ' 
call for ” Prayer”*' and all Pray'. It would 
seem like Sacrilege not to." Yet"to pray 
with him - might be the Sacrilege.

THE FIRST APARTMENT, 
BRINS MEAD"SAYS: ~
“A failure to RESPOND will mean the Mark" 
of the Beast.”"GEP 206. While at the same 
time he tells'you NOT to come to the 
Second Apartment until the alleged “Sun
day Law!” “So" far we Have riot entered 
into the Second Apartment... the great 
Duty which has been heretofore LEFT UN^" 
DONE - entering into the Most Holy Place1! ’ 
This is ONLY at the SUNDAY’LAWf GEF "200-1. 
This is in Harmony with Adventist Tra
dition’of “FORCE!” Faithfulness’under 
“FORCE J” is the Adventist Dream.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
NO FORCE - NO EMERGENCY: 
But here is no FORCE - no EMERGENCY — 
all that Is needed'Is to “PRAYJ” in a 
Prayer-Meeting where they ADMITTEDLY 
are Worshipping in the FIRST APARTMENT 
with the AWAKENERS" or with'BABYLON 
***“! saw'one after another LEAVE the 
-iHwCompany who WERE praying to Jesus in 
■K**the HSLiest, and go and

• HH') Throne

'" ” ■ LOVE.
There are some things that Everybody does. 
Every Church, Sect, Cult, dr Religion' -" 
around this World, claims to be"the"True 
one and to go by “LOVE .” But "there is nd" 
Salvation except through their n'AELAH”"or‘"**' 
“BUDDHA” or “YAHWEH”, dr his Prophet'Mohammed, 
or the Pope',"6r the Evangelist,"be "it Roman-' 
ism, In Jewery, through- the'‘Advent!st* Church', 
the Jehovah’s Witnesses, Herbert'U."Armstrong, 
arid" you may find, the Merihoriite Brethren'down* 
grading their Sister Churches, such as the ' 
Lutherans, Pentecostals, Baptist's”-"as being 
“without Christ”, or “denying Christ.” 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—6—0—0—0—0*6—0—0—6—6—b—o 
Whatever means they employ - "they all with 
one Accord point to themselves" as'the Way'-*’ 
of Salvation. “These are ‘false gods.’364. 
This is worshipping' s 1969 Idol dr' ImageS' 
Pointing to Humanity or a Building,la’dead', 
life-less “Temple” built by’hands"as Having 
Divine Power & Inherent Salvation.Thou 
shaLt have no other gods before Yet 
they Bow down and Worship this man-made Idol. 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—o—o—o —o—o—O—0—0 —O—O—b—0—0 
“God wills not that man should submit'’to ran. 
For such submission in Spiritual'natters is 
a REAL WORSHIP, and ought to‘ be rendered 
solely to the Creator.” GC 167.

Everyone of"these Churches &■ Religions 
are great Authorities on'“LOVE .” Everyone, 
a?, mo st without any exception," that'listens 
to their Leader’s voice, as he extol!s" the 
Virtues arid necessities of “LOVE”' -"will” 
nod’ in Agreement, that what we all need is ’ ™ wic xivxxwqu, gv «. 
more “LOVE” and what they term “UNDERSTANDING1! ***be’fdre the (vacated - 

' IRAYER.’ ■—™ -...........
Then the next thing that Everyone will agree 
with is the"need and the Efficacy of “Prayer,” but found on p.29 in ORIGINAL VISION"- 
That “Prayer” will do it all. “FAITH” ’and"’ 
“PRAYER” befng'o’ne arid the sane thing. "Serv
ing “the same purpose. Producing the same"' 
End; “PRAYER”' arid “LOVE” - this wilT'do it " 
all. Hence the reason to~go to’Church. These 
are the two most vital needs, why V even the 
Bible says soJ(To hear that Preacher talkJ) 

' ’ ATHEISM.
Up until* the Advent of ATHEISM or COMMUNISM, 
the Majority believed in “Prayer.” “Prayer”
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Or the “LOVE" of God, This kept'people OUT 
of the ARK - IN Sodom & Gomorrah - and IN ■ 
the Old CHURCH in JERUSALEM. GocTis so 
Gracious, so'Loving, so Kind - He loves all 
men everywhere, and as'long"as Life shall 
Last. (So I read in the R&H. Also'in'the 
NCC releases. Also in Occult literature. 
Also in the Black Power demands. Also in" 
almost every Religious Publication in the 
World. Can they ALL be RIGHT - ?)

LOVE - SLOBBER. ; '" ' " 
This LOVE-SLOBBER or GRACE-SLOBBER, requires 
but one thing - call it “FAITH1’ or “PRAYER.” 
That will do it all. “ONLY BELIEVE.” For 
Christ did it all. You have nothing to “DO” 
but “BELIEVE.” A Sign of the False Devil
led Reformations as Pin-Pointed in GC 4^4*' 
471. Look for the words: “FAITH ALONE.“471. 
True Faith is never alone. “ADD to your 
FAITH. “ 
0—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O—0—6—0—0—0—0—O—O—0—0—0

THE BLIND. ' " '~ " 
Thus the Blind pay total disregard to that "

“FAITH” and the “GRACE” of God will take 
care of the Rest. A nice Dream. A grand 
Delusion. Altogether too few Christians 
know that the SPIRITISTS, the OCCULTISTS, 
the UNIVERSALISTS - believe the SAME as 
they doJ On those Points they are as one. 
It seems then, in the Providences of God, 
the Time has come to save some as by Fire, 
and thus Clarify the Subject. But, first: 

A WARNING.
“And He said unto them FIRST of all - 
BEWARE of the Leaven of the PHARISEES - 

, which is HYPOCRISY.” “It’is a fearful 
***Men with_cofrupt hearts put oh ah air of ’ thing to be self-deceived. SAID THE ANGEL, 

Their Consciences are SEARED, pointing to those in the (R&H) Office:
.J  ------  . HExceplb your Righteousness shall EXCEED

this World ends up strangely the SAME after 
all. “I turned to’ look for the Advent 
people in the World, but COULD NOT FIND 
THEM, when a voice said to me, “Look again, 
and look a little HIGHER.” EW 14.

A LITTLE HIGHER. '..
Duty, Sacrifice, Works, Obedience, Steps, 
the Hard Way and few there be that find it. 
All this is pushed aside for the “Great” & 
the “INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES” to be Saved.' 
All we need is more “LOVE” - “PRAYER” *

18- '-2I9. LOVE-UNITY-PRAYER-FAITIl-RSSPONSEI 
Yet lost - ‘just like the Devil J They had 
one ingredient missing - the TRUTH] There 
is no acceptable Worship apart from'the 
Truth] So do not come telling me anything * 
about any “Brethren” that are raising money 
on God’s Sabbath for the Devil’s DRUGSF ~ 
***”They do walk in craftiness, and' handle 
*-a*the word of God deceitfully'. They DO NOT 
•jw^exemplify the TRUTH in their lives. They 
***have special exercises upon SANCTIFICA- 
***TION.,.They PRAY SANCTIFICATION, SING 
^SANCTIFICATION, and SHOUT SANCTIFICATION.

***INNOCENCE... Their Consciences are SEARED, pointing to those in the (R&H) Office: 
***•• .There is NO BIBLE SANCTIFICATION for ' “Except your Righteousness shall EXCEED 
***those who cast a PART of the Truth behind the Righteousness of the Scribes and 
***them... “SANCTIFY them through thy TRUTH.” Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into 
*■**...Here is Bible SANCTIFICATlON.”TI:338-9. the Kingdom of Heaven." A PROFESSION is 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 NOT ENOUGH.” Read the rest. T3:I93.

GRACE. " 7 ~ , MEANING.
Before we go on - we should mention a kind- ‘ They may talk of “LOVE.” But is it Love 
red Subject that all agree with. It is GRACE, of the real Truth? Is it True Love? We 

know in this World the Movie Actresses 
attract the Crowds like Moths to a Light. 
Under the Bright Lights of Follywood - 
the Multitudes come to hear the Song and 
the Dance of “LOVE.” Thus competing with 
the Religionists. And most of them are' 
Religionists', or so they also Claim. Yet' 
a large Majority end it all with too many 
Sleeping Pills. What happened to their 
Version of the Way to "LOVE” & “HAPPINESS?1 
Ofc their Method' of how to obtain it? 
Happy is the Girl that does not Fall for 
their Line. Or she too may End it all 
in the Ashes of SELF-LOVE;

SELF-LOVE.
So there is a “LOVE”' that the Bible and 
the Testimonies condemn; Self-Love. Along 
wiih Self-Righteousness. Which is the 
same thing. Also - there is no Virtue 
found in trying to Love “EVERYBODY'." The 
Movie-Actress' tries this, one after the 
other says she loves: “EVERYBODYJ” We 
are not to Love the World nor the things 

which_ they do not Like - and Religion around ‘ in the World. For the Love of the World 
is Enmity with God. And he that would've 
a'Friend of the World (the Fruit of mod
ern Psychology) is the Enemy of God.

WHOREDOM. ' ' * ”
At its Rawest - Love for all men eyery- 
where * is WHOREDOM. The' Preacher who 
can sear his Conscience enough to extoll 
such “LOVE” as ’ that - will indeed build 
the Big Church. It is in Fact the main 
Spring-Board to build the ECUMENICAL’MOVE
MENT - the BABYLON HARLOT of Rev. IS.



NOT DEFILED WITH WOMEN".' 
While the Pure Woman, dressed in White • 
has fled into the fastness of the Wilder
ness, away from men. You must seek her to 
find her.

19- *219. . ' BULLETIN
“LOVE J” this word is rolled around the Tongue 
of Protestant and Papist alike. It could be 
a very terrifying word.

'. BABYLON. ‘
Babylon the Mystery offer's a Heady Wine Cup 
as she invites your Embrace - she is in the 
Public Square - and seeks out all men “EVERY
WHERE."

SPIRITUALISM. "" 
This throws New Light on what the UNITY of 
apostate Protestantism with' SPIRITUALISM 
means and involves. In your GC 538 it is 
made to appear that the UNION of apostate 
PROTESTANTISM with SFIRmALIStI- & rTim,J 
wl?l reach over the'Abyss to clasp hands 
with the Roman power.” GC 533.

But the ORIGINAL read that FALSE PROTES
TANTISM will yet strethh her hand across the 
Gulf to grasp the hand of SPIRITUALISM; and 
"SHE” - not “THEY” - “SHE will reach over 
the Abyss to clasp hands with the Roman 
power.” 1884 GC 405.

LEFT OUT 
AND THIS IS LEFT OUT: 
“SPIRITUALISM... A GOD'OF LOVE is presented; 
but his JUSTICE, his denunciations of SIN, 
the requirements 6f his "Holy "LAW, are all 
kept out of sight.” I884 GC 405. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
AS THE SCROLL UNROLLS - ' 
as the BRINSMEADS and the ADVENTISTS are 
keeping people on the jump looking to what 
ROMANISM is" up to and looking for SPIRITUAL
ISM to enter the ROMANIST Movement - see 
that in fact neither one of them makes a 
move, until the apostate PROTESTAi-iTS make 
the move J And it is the apostate PROTEST ANTS- 
that go to the BEAST and astound the BEAST" 
with the MIRACLES that they are able to per
form, and it should be of more than passing 
moment to us to know that ADVENTISTS’are 
dabbling and have been dabbling in the var
ious Phases of SPIRITUALISM, the ORIGINAL"’ 
WRITINGS listed DRUGS and PSYCHOLOGY under 
the wraps of SPIRITUALISM, the two things 
the Adventists are getting into more’and 
more, deeper and deeper with each"passing *••» 
Day. Until now they have Preacher's who 
are forgetting the LAW - as they bring' you 
the very latest from their Yearly indoctri
nations of PSYCHOLOGY-PSYCHlATRY-lffND-CONTROL 
Classes and how to win the INNUI.ERABLE MULTI

BOARD. ' m
TUDES. “CHURCH-MEBERS LOVE what the 
World LOVES, and are' ready to JOIN with 
them; and Satan determiees to UNITE them 
in ONE BODY... they will see in this 
UNION a grand Movement for the conversion 
of the World.” GC 588-9.

LOVE. " , "
Yes - the Adventists are speeding their 
Money on that right now. Their “Elder 
Coons” are kept going in a mad Rush, 
and other Preachers are getting all lined 
up to take the SAL® ADVANCED PSYCHIATRY 
COURSES - “ the CHANNEL through which he 
comes more directly to this generation 
and works with that Power ijhich is to 
characterize his efforts near the Cldse’ 
of Probation.” TI:290. SG 4*30. SM2C5I.

ONTOLOGY.'
As we heard “ELDER COON" give us “LOVE” 
and more “LOVE” - it reminded us of the 
SAL® thing here in Grand Forks, BC - 
from"the ONTOLOGISTS. Elder Coon was 
heard in OLIVER, BC oh May 3, 1969. ". 
The ONTOLOGISTS are here on May 10,1969. 
The same Message. The only difference 
at all is that the ONTOLOGISTS are HONEST 
enough to ADMIT it is “UNIVERSALISM” and 
the “OCCULT” - the Adventists try to 
make out it is Christianity

LOVE AND CHARITY.
.he"presents SPIRITUALISM in its more 

refined and'intellectual aspects, and 
thus succeeds in drawing many into his 
Snare...,as an angel of Light, He appeals 
to the reason by the presentation of 
elevating Themes; he delights the fancy 
with enrapturing scenes; and he enlists 
the affections by his eloquent portrayals 
of LOVE & CHARITY... LOVE is dwelt .upon 
as the chief attribute of God-. Satan 
can quote Scripture... Those who would 
stand in this Time of Peril must under** 
stand FOR THEL6ELVES the Testimony of 
•the Scriptures’. • • in the last Remnant 
of Time.'.. Except those who are kept by 
the' Power of God, through faith in His 
word, THE WHOLE WORLD will be swept in
to the Ranks of this Delusion... to be 
awakened only by the outpouring; df the 
WRATH (not love J) of God.” GC 554^-562.

" LOVE - ??? 
Now we are beginning to have a little 
better Understanding of the word “LOVE.”' 
LOVE, True LOVE - heeds to be Controlled, 
Directed, Subjected - to One Alone.

Years ago the good' Love Stories 
ended up with the Lovers getting Married



and “Lived happily ever after-

who forget to read the Bible. PP

to “FREE-LOVISM.” She did not know what 
to call it but the Lord showed her to 
call it ”FREE-LOVISM.« " 

THE GOLDEN CALF.
Throughout the History of the Bible, in ' 
the Worship of Baal, the rejoicing around 
the Golden Calf, the spirit that actuates 
people at EASTER and X-MiASS, also at 
CAMP-MEETINGS - is a Revival of “LOVE” 
and “KISSES." MOSES was a “KILL-JOX” 
and put a slight Damper on their “LOVE." 
Those who refused to Separate themselves 
from FREE-LOVISM - Moses had them run ~ 
through with the Sword - 3,000 lay Dead- 
- BEFORE Moses prayed. Your Adventist 
Preacher forgets to tell you about" that. 
It might not be Popular. Far better to 
tell them that Moses “once killed a man11 
but he learned Patience and Humility by 
tending Sheep for Lo| These “30 years" 
and he never Killed a man again. Or so 

the Story goes."A real good-night Yarn. 
Spun in the'Bowels of Hell. And per
petuated" throughout Adventism. By those

•
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wards.”

Today the Perverts offer Free-Love, and 
every Mother that allows her Daughter to 
wear a Mini-Skirt, goes along with the'New 
Morality. Whether she cares to admit it or 
not. No matter what Church she belongs to.

She cab Lie and Deny - all she likes' - 
she can say she cannot allow her Daughter 
to be a“Frump“ - she must keep “up” with 
the other Girls. But she chooses to Forget 
(which she will Remember in the Day of Judg
ment) - that she made no Plans for the Fam
ily to leave the Cities. “OUT of the Cities 
is my Message.” “Soon the Cities will be a 
Sink of Corruption.”

Yes - they could get by and find real 
Honest to Earth happiness making Cedar Fence 
Postsj Shakes, Shingles,"Light & Telephone 
Poles. Far enough away from Sodom’& Gomorrah 
so their Children can go to a'little Country 
School where "Morals still hold. Or take a 
Correspondence Course at Home.

THE PERILOUS WAY.
“As the PATH grew more narrow, we decided 
that we could no longer go with safety bn 
HORSEBACK, and we left the HORSES and went 
on Foot, IN SINGLE FILE", one following in ' " 
the footsteps of another,...and we journeyed 
on with BARE 1’EET,

HARDSHIPS.
“We then" thought of those vho had NCT'ACUUS-’

“BEHOLD THE BRIDEGROOM COMETH J go ye 
OUT to meet HimJ” The MUSICAL VOICES of' 
these Angels seemed to reach everywhere. 
...“COME OUT FROM AMONG THEM,”and touch 
not the Unclean." In' obedience to this 
Voice, a large number BROKE THE CORDS 
which bound them, and leaving the Com
panies that were in DARKNESS, JOINED" 
those who had previously gained"their 
Freedom, and joyfully UNITED their'voices 
with them... TREE, rejoicing in God.,. 
“CONE OUT from' among them,' and be SEPA
RATE; I saw Individuals struggling for 
Freedom, and at last they broke the CORDS 
that bound them. They RESISTED the efforts 
which were made to fasten the CORDS tigh
ter," and REFUSED to heed the repeated 
assertions, GOD IS WITH US. WE HAVE THE 
TRUTH WITH US.” EW 242.
o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-d-o-o-o-o-d-o-o-o-o 
This happened in 1844 - and 1844 is to 
be Repeated - and this is the Essence 
of the MIDNIGHT CRY. 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-6-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 

LOVE and LOVE. — ?
Now we are beginning to match Love 
against Love• Which “LOVE” will' we choose? 
Will we go with the Sheep or the Goats? 
With the Watch-Dogs or the Wolves? Will 
we have Real-Love or Free-Love?

Sr.'White was' shown again and again 
that certain Doctrines'(and Certain

TOMED themselves to privations and hardships. DRUGS’ MH 127.) Ev.359. RH 44’416. lead 
WHERE WERE SUCH NCW? They were not in the 
Company. At every CHANGE, some were left be
hind, and those only remained who had accus
tomed themselves to endure hardships... 

THE ABYSS BELOW,
“...from the Abyss below..• We heard"the 
WAR Song and the DANCE Song... and were more 
anxious than ever to keep upon the narrow, 
difficult Pathway... ”God holds the Cord. 
We need not Fear.”.., I heard voices raised 
in Triumphant praise to God.” IS '190-3, 

NOT THIS KIND OF CORD - 
’(AS 1844 IS TO BE REPEATED:) 
“I saw a number of Companies that seemed to 
be BOUND together by CORDS,,, in total DARK
NESS... no connection between them & Jesus,. 
Then many who cherished the sacred LIGHT - 
BROKE THE CORDS which confined them, and 
stood out SEPARATED from these Companies... 

WHAT WERE THE CORDS? '
"These men were constantly saying,“God is 
with us. We stand in the Light. We have the 
Truth,” I inquired i^io these men were, and 
was told that they were MINISTERS & LEADING 
MEN who had REJECTED the LIGHT." EW 240-1.



THE SPIRIT OF ELIJAH. ~ 
It is important for us to know the 
details because the FOOLISH VIRGINS FAIL 
because they do not understand'the 
“CHARACTER” of God, having heard too' 
many “of these “LOVE-SLOBBER”'Sermons. 
COL 411(420), This is the very same' 
mistake the Preachers led the people to 
make in the Days of Lot and Noah. Why - 
the “LOVE CF GOD” was UNIVERSAL - and 
would never allow the Destruction of 

. such a Fine, Noble, and Upright congre
gation as this! Noah' was alone - a 
“wild Fanatic.” PP 96. These are called 

“Scoffers, walking after their'own Lusts” 
(not LOVE - but LUSTS J) PP 102.' 

THE WORLD’S COVERSION.
Adventists are gearing up for the World’s 
Conversion - this is the Theme of their 
Conferences - “There is no cause for 
alarm,” they cry. “Before Christ shall 
come, all the World is to be Converted 
... Peace, peace! all things continue ‘ 
as they were from the Beginning.(of the 
Movement! this is the same' Churdh!) Let 
none be disturbed by the exciting Mes
sage of these Alarmists.” PP 103.

WHO IS TO DO THIS?
The answer is given right there. This 
is NOT the other Churches, they have 
NEVER been in the Faith - this is' those 
who have “DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH/giv
ing heed to Seducing spirits, arid doc
trines of Devils.” PP 103. And we have 
just shown that the Doctrines of Devils 
or SPIRITUALISM - is this very Message 
of “LOVE-UNLIRUTED.” They have the Nerve 
to put that Title on “STEPS TO CHRIST'.* 
in order to go the Reformers one better 
when they had “PERFECT LOVE,” So the 
Adventists’ came up with “LOVE UNLIMITED/’ 
In the Seven Last Hagues they will find 
that “LOVE” is “LIMITED.” You saw noth
ing Wrong with that Doctrine? How art 
thou Fallen!

' IN OUR PULPITS. ' 
In your great Faith in your Adventist 
Preacher, you will find it very Hard 
to Understand the Spirit 6f Elijah that 
cut off the Influence of 850 Priests 
just below their Ears. Or the full 
Autumn Council of 250 “Princes of Re- ' 
Nown” being licked up by Fire that came 
out of the Cloud, something your Preacher 
also does not like to mention.

NOR THIS:
“MANY will stand in OUR PULPITS with 
the Torch of FALSE JROHIECY in their

21- -4219. “OH! IF ONLY WE COULD‘HAVE THE 
SPIRIT OF MOSES J” So says the Adventist and 
Reformer - led away by the same Tradition 
or the Laodicean Elders. And with that they 
sprinkle in a few “TEARS IN HIS VOICE.“ " 
The “TEARS” that are just not there in the 
ORIGINAL “STEPS TO CHRIST.” Tor the COPY
RIGHT was never given’by Sr. White to’the 
Adventists after 1888. This was'the” Subject 
of 1888, and she was not about to trust any 
Seventh-day Adventists with that Book. So 
she turned it over to “FLEMING II. REVELL ~ 
COMPANY” who obtained the COPYRIGHT at the 
Library of Congress in 1092.
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o
The Book was complete on the Subject of 
“STEPS” to Christ. Everything was in there 
that NEEDED to be in there. And no TEARS. 
The Adventists paid “a King’s Ransom” to 
get'that Book back into their Control - and’ 
sure enough - they ADDED that' first Chanter! 
“GOD’S LOVE FOR. MAN” and'those “TEARS” £Long 
with it for good measure. It heed®the General 
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists with 
Head-Quai)ters in Washington, DC - to tell 
the Lord something about “STEPS” to Christ. 
He had made a Mistake, He did not understand 
people, He did not know how to “Win” them. 
So the Adventists fixed the Book up. To fit 
their Traditions. Thus they make the'Word 
of God of non-effect. Start reading your 
Book on page 17 - and you will have the 
right Start. The Reason why Sr. White' let' 
them get away with it was that the Time for 
a complete Break with them - was hot yet. 
So she Predicted it would come arid HOW it 
would come and WHY it would come.Tor the 
very Reason mentioned in this Paper.

THE UNPARDONABLE SIN ! ............   ’ "
“In the Closing work of God in the earth... 
in the Hour of greatest Peril, the~God of 
Elijah' will raise up human instrumentalities 
to bear a Massage that will not bo Silo need. 
...the voice of stern Rebuke wilT”be heard. 

BOLDLY will men of God’s appointment DENOUNCE 
the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE'WORLD.” 
PK 186-7. (Of course the Preachers who 
brought about this UNION of the CHURCH with 
the WORLD will be expected to Fight this 
DoctMne tooth and nail to the bitter End. 
But thajok God for this Promise - the Message 
“WILL NOT BE SILENCED.” They made'a good 
Job of silencing many other Messages - but 
this one will “NOT BE SILENCED!” t

All the SHAME that they can Heap, all 
the Railing Accusations, all the Tearing
down Tirades - will not avail this Time -' 
the Message “will NOT be SilencedPPK 187.



"ALL PERISH TOGETHER.11 ~ ~
We see the SEALING is over. We see the 
11 Slaughter!ng Angels’1 commissioned to 
carry out their Work of Death. We see the 
Adventist Church. We see the Preacher ' 
still blasting away, in the SDA’Pulpit. 
’’Many will stand in OUR PULPITS.” TM 409. 

WHAT IS HIS SUBJECT?
The ’’LOVE” of God.'"He is TOO MERCIFUL 
to visit His people in JUDGMENT, Thus 

’’Peace & Safety" is the cry from. • • ' 
These DUMB DOGS that wotiLd not BARK... 
ALL perish together.” Tf>12II. ’’Here we 
see... THE CHURCH.” (Same.) 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 

LOVE ABOVE LAW. ~
It was Satan that introduced into the 
Realms of Heaven the False Philosophy 
that ’’LOVE” was above "LAW.” That our 
"Conscience" would ever guide us Right, 
That "LAW" was a restriction of "LIBERTY.” 
That the Expression of Liberty was the 
Highest Expression of Love Unlimited, It 
sounded convincing then, it sounds con
vincing now,

ELDER COON.
Letf'ari*Elder Coon be*" called from Con-

’ ference to Conference and paid his 
Thousands of Adventist Dollars to hire “ 
Halls and Advertise his Meetings to hold 
his Show in such' places as OLIVER, BC - 
Canada in the Merry Month of May, "196% 
and a Dozen other ’’Elder Coons""fresh 
from the PSYCHOLOGY and advanced PSYCHI
ATRY COURSES where they learn all about 
this UNLIMITED LOVE of God Philosophy- 
and they will literally go Day & Night 
across the Country - bearing this "Mes-~ 
sage." Which they would NEVER'do for the 
Truth'; And the people, as were l/3rd. 
of the Angels in“Heaven - will be en
tranced, Beguildd - as they call Tor 
More, and still More- of the same, 

'* ONTOLOGY.
Or let the ONTOLOGISTS (who were just 
here this May 10,1969) come among the* 
FREE-LOVING Doukhobors in Grand Forks, 
BC Canada - and the "Message” sounds 
strangely the same - LOVE UNLIMITED, 
LOVE without LEASH. LOVE without RESTRIC
TION. LOVE without mention of LAW, For' 
LAW at once puts a Damper on FREE-LOVE.

JOY.
There is-a present and a temporary sort 
of "Joy" with the Liberty of Love un-" 
bridled. The "Joy" expressed around the 
Golden Calf - at X-Mass & Easter or 
Camp^Meeting Seasons, Not a care in the' 
World. Everybody Happy. Greetings & all.
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o—o—o—o—o—b—o—o—b—o—o—b—o—o—o—b—o—6—b—o—o—o 
hands,' kindled from the Hellish T'b'hch of 
Satan." TM 409. Ev. 361,590. FCE 331. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-6-b-b-o—o 
This then - ties in with what we*qubted from 
PP 103 - those who have "Departed from the” 
Faith" - but certainly NOT from the Church! 
For here they are - still Blasting away - 
with Doctrines that "SEDUCE" and Doctrines 
of "False Prophecy" which are from "Satan," 
And Remember, all this from ’’OUR PULPITS." 
o—o—o—o—o—b—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—6—o—o—o—o—b—o 
Vie have had some come to our Mee tings and 
had the Nerve to say out loud that they were 
afraid this might be "from the Devil." Be
fore they knew what the Message was. Pre- 
Judging because they went by' what' that* 
Preacher told them, that everybody else but 
him - is "from the Devil."
o-o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—o—o—o—o—b" 
I Have met such people with TM 409 and' asked 
them if they went to the Adventist Church ' 
if they were sure there was no Devil there, 
they usually reply - "Nol" ’They' are hot 
afrdid of any Devils there. Then I have'read 
TM 409 to them and the poor Soul' who wanted 
these Lukewarm Laodiceans to come to the 
Meeting so badly that they wrestled'with 
them again and again to "Come! Come! Come!" 
So here they came and under PSYCHOLOGY we 
should have tried to "Win" them by trying 
to out-Slobber the Adventist Preacher with' 
"God’s LOVE for all men EVERY'JHEREl" In one 
case* - the poor Sister literally fell to the 
Floor and begged'me pn her Knee's If I khew 
what * I was doing. Yes' - r*told her" I had 
T2*440 before me and I see the Adventist 
Preacher in the Adventist Pulpit with the 
Devil right by his Side - "TEARING DCHN 
‘what God has commanded to be BUILT UP," 
*** "These are the true feelings of many 
*** (REFORMERS?) of many of OUR PEOPLE. And 
*** Satan exults... He has deceived THEM, 
*** benumbed their Sensibilities, and planted 
*** his Hellish Banner RIGHT IN THEIR“t!IDST, 
*** and they are so completely" deceived that 
**** they know not that it is he." 12*440.

ADVENTIST TRADITION; ’ ~ "
Adventist Tradition will ignore and excuse 
all this by the vein Hope that a "PURIFICA
TION" will take place in the Ranies' during 
the "SEALING" and &hus Right all'Wrongs and 
the Hopelegs will leave that Church' sb that 
the Congregation will end up "Holy,"every 
one!" This is Repeating the Sin and. the 
Teaching’of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram'. ’ 
Which Sr. White said would be Repeated.



Victory. Will it be worth it? What do 
you Think.?

' I GET UNDERSTANDING. "' 
“When the Testing Time shall cofoe, those 
who have made God’s word their Rule of 
Life will be revealed. In summer there 
is ho noticeable difference between' Ever- 
Greens and other Trees; but when the 
Blasts of Winter come, the Evergreens' 
remain UNCHANGED, while other Trees are 
STRIPPED of their Foliage. So the false
hearted professor may not now be dis-

, the 1969 Golden Calf Worship. Thus 
Satan sweeps Multitudes into his Net.

VIRTUE. '
The Girl.vho kept herself for one Alone - 
“ I am Thine and Thou art Mine” - while 
she waits for Prince Charming, she may 
suffer'Abuse, the Cold-Shoulder, and be 

or a very brave Elijah, or a Phinehas, Snubbed. For her own self-protection she 
would have to Snub those who need to be 
shown their Place. For in this Warfare, 
the offer is “LOVE” - “LOVE® and “UNITY.” 
Reject the "LOVE” arid reject the “UNITY“ 
and you get Snubbed. But every Cloud has 
a Silver-Lining. And the Pay-off comes. 
She finds her True Love. Now she has 
everything her Fallen Sister has - and ' 
much more. She has a healthy Child. She 
has a happy Home. No drunken Brawls. No 
fighting for her very Life to get away" 
from some aggressive “Lover.” Her Child 
learns about God, and Joy, with Love,"and 
Law. And they have the Liberty to Hope 
in the Joy of a Reward when Christ comes# 
o«o-o—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
There is only one Question to asks 
Was it worth it? What a cost had your 
Soul been Lost? “What shall it Profit a 
man if he gain the whole World and lose 
his own Soul?” 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-d 
Much more could be Written on this Theme. 
Much better than I'can write it. It is 
there in the Bible.' You will find it in' 
the Testimonies. The Theme of LOVE'- for

the~Time is just upon us “when the dif
ference will be apparent. Let opposition 
arise... and the half-hearted & hypo
critical will waver and yield the Faith; 7 
but the True Christian will stand FIRM' 
AS A ROCK, his faith Stronger, his hope• 
Brighter, than in days of Prosperity."" 
Says the Psalmist: “Thy Testimonies are

23- ^219. JOY TO THE WORLD! ’ * Perfoissive Society. As a result of that
Soon they will be in the Kingdom. Nd matter “ Kind of Preachers, Psychologists, 'Freud- 
if they have heard this for “the last IOC yrs. ism 
It still seems to ring True. The "Latter 
Rain” ever just around that Mythical Corneri. 
And these are the people that will give'It, 
So they tell you. Not one Voice that""dare 
be raised to Question that. Hence the Pot 
of Love bubbles over. And it would take a 
Moses, 
to put a Damper on their JOY UILIMITED.

LOVE and JOY. "* " ~
We, too - believe in Love arid Joy". But we“ 
have watched'the Girl" that let herself go. 
And we Shudder for her as we think back a- 
bout her Experience. Some things can'be 
Forgiven - but not Forgotten. She may regret 
her Act of Indiscretion. We do‘not doubt her 
sincere Repentance. Not at’all. We believe 
that God forgave her fully.

THE BLACK BABY. ........
Yet at the same Time - we do riot ‘Think there 
is a Case on Record, not since the'World 
began - that in spite of her Repentance', in 
spite of God’s Forgiveness - the Baby grows 
on, and is Born. It cries, it is Hungry, it 
must be Fed. She finds that one'Shame is" not 
enough - but Shame follows Shame'.'And the 
whole Family must suffer'with her. The Baby’ 

MONGOLOID. ............"also.
Another Girl may escape Pregnacy - she may 
resort to the Pill. Some “Pills” of the 
past may have produced Mongoloids'. This 
would be worse than having a healthy Black 
Baby. This is a Fate - worse than Death. 
This is a very'Hard way to learn about Law. 
The Law’of Retribution. “As ye Sow - so shall TRUTH" alone! The only Road to Freedom & 
ye Reap.” The Bit of “Fun” and the' “Liberty” 
is all down the Drain now. The “Love” and 
“Liberty” gained - was “Love” and “Liberty” 
lost. It is best to know this • BEFORE it 
happens. That' is the reason for'Treadling 
the REAL Gospel of Liberty IN'the Law. But 
to be a popular PSYCHOLOGIST to Preach to 
suit the Itching-Ears - you have to avoid" 
CONSEQUENCES! You have to - Tongue-iri-Cheek, 
tell them that “LOVE” will do it all! “LOVE” 
will cover a Multitude of Siris. People who 
have already gone chasing the Rainbow of 
“LOVE” - are thus led to try the same Method tinquished from the real Christian, but 
again. Unbridled LOVE. Some Girls in that 

. audience may just go Home and put on that
Shorter Dress - the one she just did not 
have the Nerve to put on before. And If she 
escapes the Black Baby, or a Mongoloid Off* 
Spring, she may not Escape -

VD. - "
VD is increasing by Leaps and Bounds in this



men as Deadly to the Soil. An?. they also' • ./ CONTRARY to any human-planningTM 
ATTACKED the TEACHERS in the Colleges .who',. <*> 
were Guilty of bringing about this"State of 
things. We see in this Warfare only a Fight

But when LIGHT shone into his Darkandd soul 
' .as it shone into the Soul of Luther

Paul & Luther LOST that inordinate
• -BOTH 

__ _________ _ RESPECT 
for a Priesthood, of .MEN - anl'they BOTH'-

• when they were filled with the Holy Spirit

of Christ is the natural result of Teaching 
all the Abominations rampant" in Laodicea - 
by just such College ‘’Teachers1’ who have 
kept this Church in Laodicean and TH-dnight 
Darkness’for their 20 or 30 years of Hay 
and Hoy. For had they any Truth -"they 
would NOT have been so Honored ■•of men as 
they testify they have been.

The strange Paradox of Today is"to look 
for a “Paul11 who will also be-Honored by I 
the Church. The Church fought the Doctrines 
of Paul to"the Death* In the Days that he 
Honored the Church -. the Church honored him.

24- ^219. my Meditation.” “Through Thy 
PRECEPTS I get UNDERSTANDING:"therefore I 
HATE every FALSE way.” GC 602.
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o-o-o—o-o—o«-o—o—o—o—o—o-o-o—o

CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS;
Vie intended to add more to this Paper on 
this most’misunderstood of all Subjects'- 
but we decided we could not"do justice to' 
it without making this Paper too long - sb 
we decided to turn and write another Paper 
called: “The SUFFERINGS (???) of Christ?”'

Does a Great and Tremehdous^oihg"' per
mit Himself to “SUFFER” the Tortures of a 
Pacific Union College' James “HELL” - or is 
this” an attempt to elevate SEIF and MAN" 
above his Maker - ? That such Norms as these 
Laodicean Church-Members have vaunted them
selves to such Visions of Grandeur that God 
must Bow to them! Is this but a Revival of 
the Heathen that worships an Image made with 
his own hands - ? For this is surely NOT * 
the God of the Bible that “LAUGHS” at their 
Folly J Who does" NOT grovel in submission 
to THEM or suffer because of their 'UNBELIEF 
but is" able of these Stones to maize other 
Children to Abraham. He is NOT dependent on 
the' Church or Humanity - but ‘Humanity is 
dependent on Him. And if you did not learn 
that from your Studies of “PATRIARCHS"AND 
PROPHETS” and “PROPHETS AND KINGS”"and from 
“GREAT CONTROVERSY’ - theh surely your ----
Studying has been in Vain. “DI VAIN do"they 
Worship Me - teaching for Doctrines the 
Traditions of men,”./

for Honor and Leadership between the 
PHARISEES and the SADDUCEES - BOTH of 
which believe in the right of PREDESTINA
TION of their Church and the inordinate 
Holiness of their'Movement. Dealing in 
Side-Issues rather than tackle'the REAL 
ones; 'Still have nothing Concrete to say, 
ex cept in Vague and general terms which 
BABYLON itself does - against the POISONS 
in'CHEMICAL UTILIZERS and DRUGS that 
have caused this Denomination to go to 
the Devil J Yet these great “JARNESES”'" 
and Prie'sts~of the Cloth - forgive'each’ 
other and sell their Ab solution" for Sin 
as long as you recognize them add the . 
Power of their Pope. The Church'has • 
Fallen as Sr. White said it has'.' TS:2f>u. 
The Leadership will stand in the Pulpits 
right through the SEALING, and all who 
listen to them will be SLAUGHTERED by 
the “SLAUGHTERING ANGELS” - “HERE WE SEE 
THE CHURCH” - so says Sr. White. T5:2II.

AN AWAKENING ???
But this AWAJCENING - like' the' AWAKENING 
led by Judas - sees In the Old Church’ 
the “Apole of His Eye” - forgetting that 
this does NOT say: “SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST 
CHURCH” - but “GOD »S PEOPLE” - and thia 
is “THE CHURCH” that" is to “APPEAR” - T 
Something that can be SEEN - "does not "have 
to “APPEAR” fair as the Moon. For it is" 
the Virgin dressed'in White that" ha s 'the 
MOON under her feet that has fled into 
the WILDERNESS - and she is the one that 

This Teaching of the alleged’ “SUFFERINGS” is the Apple of His' Eye who is to APPEAR 
in the Mdni'ght Hour while the JARNESES 
bring a*Talse and a Blinding'“LIGHT” 
the same “LIGHT” (so he himself testifies! 
that he has been giving us for 20 or 30 
years of Gross Laodicean Darkness - “DEEP 
as MIDNIGHT” as well as ” IMPENETRABLE

NOT TRAINED IN LITERARY OR 
r- COLLEGIATE INSTITUTIONS.

How thankful we are for the Testimonies" 
that tell us men"NOT trained in Literary 
Institutions - meh NOT led astray by the 

' Meanderings of the JARNESES"- will be the 
ones taken from the How and'the Bush * 
to LEAD OUT in the Last Work. Believe 
that as the first Step to believe the" 
Truth as it is" in" Jesus. “He is not de
pendent'on learned, self-important' 
mortals.” : “The workers will be surprised 

? ATTACKED" the Vain Philosophies of the School- 'by the SIBIFLE means that He will use....
./ CONTRARY to any human-planningTM JOO. ; 

■ This is JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH'. Not
Justification in a Church; a Pope, A 
Priesthood, an Organization, but FAITH 
in the Truth and the Truth ALONE!



Sr. White' said to read Isaiah*, Jeremiah, 
and Ezekiel as applying to our Time, 
You do that, and you* will N0T~be Brain-
Washed and Hypnotized by these nreachers. 
Men and Women-pleasers, For if they did 
not Please - they would not last long, 

ANY OTHER GOSPEL.
“If any man preach any other Gospel unto 
you than that ye have received, LET HIM 
BE ACCURSED..,, do*I seek'tp PLEASE men? 
(do I take a Course in modern Psychology?, 
for if I yet PLEASED men, I shoifld NOT 
be the Servant of Christ.11 Gal.1:9,10.

SDA DANIELLS.
This Drug-Lover.
This “Accrediting"-Lover.
This 11 Nillions-will-never-Die“ -Lover, 
This Bord.eau-Uriah-Sn.ith “Armageddon”- 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-d-o-o-o T over. 
This chief Enemy of the 1888 Message. 
This man who wiped out all Evidence of 
the 1888 Message, and wrote his own 
Version of it that PLEASED the men and 
the women of the SDA Lukewarm Church/ 
This Opportunist who drifted~whiehever 
way the Wind blew, and who fell Hook, 
Line, and Sinker for the PANTHEISM of 
KELLOG - was faced with a CRISIS when 
Sr, White finally came back from Austra
lia. ' BEFORE THAT

tFor 6 long years!) “Up to this time 
I had made NO PUBLIC STATEMENT, either 
through the press or on the platform, 
IN OPPOSITION to some of my brethren.,. 
But*I spefrt many sleepless nights, as
1 reviewed (not the Doctrine but) the 
SITUATION, and sought to be true to the 
trust that had been committed to me, 
while" AVOIDING a controversy that I 
feared would’ bring confusion and PAIN 
to our people,11 p,I&5» SDA SEMINARY 
COURSE S-270.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
All this AFTER a “committee of five1’ -
2 of whom voted to PUBLISH “THE LIVING 
TEMPLE” - and 3 voted NOT to, .

A".G .DANIELLS brought"' 
it’before the GENERAL CONFERENCE -"and, 
surprise of surprises - they turned it 
DOT NJ But this did not PLEASE A.G.D. - 
so, the way he “explains” it - “Then a 
public hearing was demanded by the dis
appointed author. This was granted, (by 
whom?) with the inevitable result(if 
A.G.D. knew the “INEVITABLE” result - 
why did he ALLOT it - or ENGINEER it?t 
.., strong men* talcing sides... an order 
was sent to the R&H Pub. House to print

25- (-219.) August 2, 1969/ 
This day I re-read this Paper. 
This is several months after it was written, 
I see nothing to change*. Little to add. 
Nothing to apologize for,
O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
Oh, I realize that some will be offended" at 
a word. When they count the Cost if their 
Membership should be Lost - they will eager
ly LOOK for something to be Offended at - 
be it ever so Infinitesimal • Rather than 
face up to Trouble in the" Home, in the 
Church, on the Job. Rather be “Respectable” 
than to be Right, The only Day that many 
will regret that Course - will be in the 
Day of the settling of all Accounts. When 
they found they won a’ Church - and Lost 
their Souls. “Jerusalem” on Earth became 
to them a Shrine - an Idol - a Golden'Calf. 
The History of the Past and the Bible, and’ 
the Book of Experience teaches that we dare 
not Trust in men - in the men who run the 
Church. That is exactly WHY they’ HATED the 
Message of 1888 and sought to wipe out a?l 
Vestige of what it was. But we do have 
some’ Clues that they have not been able to 
Erase, And one short Sentence can tell us 
a Lot - a great deal.

THEY HATED IT.
”... they hated it the more, because it was 
a Testimony AGAINST THEM... Yet THESE MEN 
have been holding positions of trust, and 
have been molding the work after their own 
similitude, as far as they possibly could,,' 
(And at this point - will some of the Arthur 
L," White worshippers DEMEND to know what 
the ...’s stand for??? What is MISSING 
right at that point???) TM 80.

TRUST THEM - ?7?
”... those who handle sacred responsibilities 
are MINISTERS OF DARKNESS, Blind Leaders 
of the Blind, “Cicuds they are WITROUT WATER, 
carried about of WINDS, trees whose fruit 
withereth, without fruit, TWICE DEAD, plucked 
up by the roots,“ TM 81,

CANNOT BE TRUSTED - F 
"Satan’s methods tend to one end - to^make 
meh the SLAVES of MEN... Such a course de
stroys faith in God... The people are lean*- 
ing that MEN in high positions of responsi
bility CANNOT * BE * TRUSTED TM 3<I. 

JEREMIAH.
“Thus saith the Lord.; CURSED be the man 
that TRUSTETH in man, and make th FLESH his 
arm... BLESSED is the man that TRUSTETH in 
the Lord, and whose hope the'Lord is. For 
he shall be as a tree planted by the Haters’! 
Jer. 17:5,7.



David gives the Medical Goliath a well- 
deserved trouncing in the highest Courts 
in the Land! (if your Preacher will- let 
you! If you are MAN enough to break with 
Tradition. Which has been the Test in 
all ages past. BREAK with PESRECT ABILITY!) 
O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O—0—0—0—0—O—O—0—0—O—O—0—0 
NICODEMUS had to‘give up RESPECTABILITY '* 
to save his~Soul, So did John the Baptist, 
Elijah, Jeremiah, Luther, and all the 
Rest-.' ACL had a'Tight - with the~Church- 
Leaders• Because the Church-Leaders had 
a Fight with God. But what did the Old 
Jewish Church do to their followers to 
compare with the SDA Drug-Programme - ? 
Give you TWICE as much of a certain 
Medication, and thoy Kill you! Careful, 
nowl Not too much - his Heart may Stop! 
(When are you - and you - and yes, YOU I 
when are YOU going to STOP - that’Foolish
ness and'come on God’s side of the Ques
tion? And save ONE Soul with you!)

IF you see into the Future. 
IF you see Souls in the Judgment. 
IF you see them LOST because of a withheld 
Testimony. IF you see the PAIN and the 
ANQUISH on their Faces. IF you MIGHT have 
saved some, IF you might have saved ONE, 

chapt. 2XX. IF you would be free of their Blood - 
you must Wisely, Carefully - obey Ezekiel 
3 & 33. And this’, too - is JUSTIFICATION 
BY FAITH. That the TRUTH’will set some 
FREE of the Bonds of MEN.

' This Denomination is shot through, 
tarred, feathered, and. hopelessly SATU
RATED with DRUGS and POISON TRAFFIC in 
the LIVES and SOULS of men, maiding mer- 
chandise of them. Would you be FREE of 
their Blood? Then you will NOT be POPULAR. 
Not in Adventist Circles. You would stand 
a much better chance in CATHOLIC Circ3.es • 
Rather than go to the next Camp Meeting 
to find out how GOOD and INCREASED'IN 
RICHES you are - why not attend the 
NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION CONVENTION? 
If Arthur L. White will let you - JOIN 
the NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION (fc.oo) 
211 West Colorado Boulevard, MONROVIA, 
Calif. 9I0I6.
0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0-0—o 
Find out about the ISSUES in which the 
SDA-DRUGGER ’S-BUND are talcing the HARVARD 

•' ‘ (CATHOLIC) DR. STARE side against God & 
B 2:53. Common-Sense and how TRUTH is on the 

Scaffold - but not for long.
Have thrill' after thrill go through 

your body as the Work goes forward’ cont-

26- (-219.) 5,ooo copies at once,”p.l64. 
THEN WHAT HAPPENED - ??? 

The’Lord spoke, and gave His vote!
”... the Factory'was destroyed by FIRE, and 
the plates were ruined.” A.G.Daniells in 
SDA SEMINARY COURSE S-270. p.165.
AIsa found in ’’THE ABIDING GIFT OF PROPHECY.” 
0—0—0—0—0—0

THEN WHAT HAPPENED - ??? 
The A.G.D. Gang' - that COULD NOT PRINT the 
1888 Message nor “STEPS TO CHRIST” nor the 
ORIGINAL “SPIRIT OF PROPHECY”'Series nor 
“WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK11 nor “HOW TO LIVE” 
nor “DISEASE & IT’S CAUSES” nor a lot of ’ ' 
OTHER books (unless they CHANGED them under 
the direction of said A.G.DANIEnB.j ~ 

This faithful A.G.D. Gang showed God 
who was Boss: “The copy, however, was inn 
mediately sent to ANOTHER PUBLISHER.' A"few 
months later a LARGE EDITION'(how large? 
did they step it up above the 5,000 - ?) ’ 
of “THE LIVING TEMPLE” was printed.”' p.165.

Thus he avoided “PAIN” to “our people.” 
Jumping back and forth between PLEASING the 
people and having a confrontation with Sr, 
White. Thus A .GJ). concludes that the 
“DENOMINATION (was) SAVED FROM PANTHEISTIC 
TEACHING.” Again denying the Testimonies 
which declared that that was but the AL1UA 
“regarding the ERRORS that were coming IN 
among us.“ Series B 2:56. And she “KNEW” 
that “the OMEGA would FOLLOW in a little 
while and I trembldd'for our people.”

A.G.D. did not tremble. But has the 
audacity to Title this chapter: “DENOMINATION 
SAVED (past Tense!) SAVED from EAETHEISTIC 
TEACHING.” Sr. White said they were HOT" SAVED rary to any human planning - as the“EHF 
from it. A .GJ). says they WERE' saved from 
it. Which do you choose to believe - ? Or 
did you fail’ to see the “LIVING TEMPLE” 
teachings sweeping through this denomination 
via the JARNES & BRINSMEAD Teachings - ? 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-d-o-o-o-o-o 

DANIELLS AVOIDED PAIN.’ .......
“No fear of giving offense, (ho studying of 
SDA Psychology!) no desire for friendship 
or applause, could lead PAUL to withhold 
the words that God had given him for their 
instruction, warning, or correction. From 
His servants today God requires FEARLESSNESS 
in preaching the Word, and in carrying out 
its precepts. The minister of Christ is NCT 
to present to the people ONLY those Truths 
that are most HFASING, while he WITHHOLDS' 
others that MIGHT cause them PAIN.” AA 394.

A.GJ).: “I reviewed the situation... ' 
AVOIDING... PAIN to our people.”'S-270:165. 
(PAUL was not THAT kind of a man!)

Circ3.es

